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Above Software, Inc. Golden RETRIEVER for Windows
Alcom Corp. LanFax Redirector
Allen-Bradley Control View for Windows
Alpha Pacific ImageRider
Altamira Software Corp. Composer
Attachmate Corporation EXTRA! for Windows NT
AudioFile, Inc. TalkWorks
Bits & Pixels Custom Control Construction KIt ( CCCK )
Bits & Pixels Draw++
Bits & Pixels ObjectMedia
Blue Sky Software Corp. WindowsMAKER Professional 5.0
Brio Technology, Inc. DataEdit
Brio Technology, Inc. DataPivot
Brio Technology, Inc. DataPrism
Buzzwords International, Inc. WinGEN
Cadkey, Inc. CadKey Object Developer (CODe)
Calera Recognition Systems, Inc. WORDSCAN 2.0
Calera Recognition Systems, Inc. WORDSCAN Plus 2.0
California Software, Inc. InterAp
Caliper Corp. Maptitude(TM)
Chips and Technologies, Inc. OEM dependent
Chrisalan Designs, Inc. just Buttons
Chrisalan Designs, Inc. just BUTTONS
Cimmetry Systems Inc. PANORAMIC! for Windows
Cincom Systems, Inc. Supra Server for Windows NT
Claris Corp. FileMaker Pro 2.1
CMD Technology, Inc. CMD WinRAID
Cognos Corp. Impromptu
Cognos Corp. Powerhouse
Cognos Corp. PowerPlay
CompuHelp Family Album
Computer Comcepts Corporation IMPACT: 3C
Computer Mail Services, Inc. MailPlus
Concentric Data Systems, Inc. R & R Report Writer
Corel Corp. CorelDRAW 4
Corporate Image Software, Inc. Chart Object for Lotus Notes
Crystal Services Crystal Reports Pro, version 3.0
Crystal Services Crystal Reports Professional Editon
Crystal Services Crystal Reports Standard Edition
Crystal Services Crystal Reports, version 3.0
Daniel W. Phifer Computer Systems Consulting NetPhone
Datech Network Systems, Inc. EarthTime
DCA QuickApp
DeltaPoint, Inc. DeltaGraph Pro 3.0
Deneba Software CANVAS 3.53
Design Science, Inc. Math Type for Windows 4.0
Diamond Head Software Inc. Image Basic 2.0
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. NetWizard
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. QuickApp for Windows



Digital Design, Inc. Digital Scanning & Copying Applications
Digital Equipment Corp. Object Broker
DigiVox Corp. Studio Vision
Dynaware USA, Inc. Ballade for Windows
Dynaware USA, Inc. OLE 2.0 Multi Media Server
Easel Corp. EASEL Workbench for Windows NT
Easel Corp. ENFIN/3
ESG Inc. PACEX
Falco Data Products, Inc. Pipeline 2
FANUC ROBOTICS PDT ( Process Development Tool
Feith Systems and Software, Inc. Feith Document Database
Finally Incorporated CaseWarder
Franklin Quest Co. Ascend v6.0
Future Labs, Inc. TALKShow 2.0
Gilbert & Associates, Inc. VIEWz
Gold Software Engineering Co. Interactive Story Book
GST Software GST DesignWorks
GST Software GST PressWorks
Gupta Corp. SQLWindows Application Development System
Helix Systems, Inc. ResearchStation
I-Kinetics, Inc. I-Bridge For Excel
ICOT Corp. OmniPath for Windows
IdentiTech, Inc. FYI
ImageFast Software Systems, Inc. ImageFast
ImageWave Software, Inc. Image Wizard
Impact Technologies Classic Concepts
Impact Technologies Estate Tax Analysis
Impact Technologies Estate Tax Concepts
Impact Technologies Maxcess
InfoPower Corp. InfoLink(TM)
Information Resources, Inc. Express for Windows (client apps)
Informative Graphics Corporation Myriad for Windows
Instant Replay Corporation Visual FX version 1.0
Interleaf, Inc. Interleaf RDM
Interlinear Technology, Inc. Personal MEDIS
Interlinear Technology, Inc. TrifVU
Intersolv Q+E Q+E Version 6
InterTech Imaging Corp. DocuPACT 1.5
Intuitive Technology Corporation @AGlance/IT9tm) V2.1
IRI Software Express/Eis 5.0
Iris Associates Lotus Notes
JetForm Corp. JetForm Filler
Keyfile Corp. Keyfile
KIDASA Software, Inc. Milestones, Etc.
Knowledge Garden, Inc. KPwin ++
Laboratory Technologies Corp. (LABTECH) Realtime VISION
Lenel Systems International, Inc. Media Developer 2.0
Lenel Systems International, Inc. MediaDeveloper Multimedia Application Development Engine 1.0
Lenel Systems International, Inc. Mpc Organizer Multimedia Database Software
Lenel Systems International, Inc. MultiMedia Organizer Multimedia Object Management Software
Lenel Systems International, Inc. MultiMedia Works Developers Toolkit
Lenel Systems International, Inc. MultiMedia Works Universal Multimedia Applications Player
Looking Glass Software, Inc. Cheetah 3D
Looking Glass Software, Inc. Media Verse
LPC, A Pitney Bowes Company AddressMaestro
Mark V Systems, Ltd. ObjectMaker CASE Tool



Mark V Systems, Ltd. ProcessMaker (r ) Modeling Tool
McLain Imaging IMAGE Assist
Merak Projects Inc. PEEP ( Petroleum Economic Evaluation Package
Metaphor, Inc. Capsule(R) Version 1.0 for Windows
METZ Software, Inc. METZ Phones
Micro Logic Corp. InfoSelect for Windows
Microcom, Inc. LANlord 2.0
Micrografx, Inc. ABC FlowCharter v3.0
MicroHelp, Inc. OLE Tools
Microsoft Corp. Inside OLE 2.0 by Kraig Brockschmidt
Microsoft Corp. Microsoft Excel 5.0 for Windows
Microsoft Corp. Microsoft Project 4.0 for Windows
Microsoft Corp. Microsoft Publisher 2.0
Microsoft Corp. Microsoft Visual Basic programming system for Windows
Microsoft Corp. Microsoft Word 6.0 for Windows
Microsoft Corp. Microsoft Works for Windows v3.0
Microsoft Corp. Visual C++ version 1.5
Microtest Inc. Discport
Minolta Corporation MicroDAX 3000 Version 2.0
Molecular Machines InGenius
Morrison Knudsen Corp. Resolution Resolver
Morrison Knudsen Corp. Resolution Viewer
Motion Works USA MediaShop
Object Design, Inc ObjectStore
Object Productivity, Inc. SmartForlders
Odyssey Computing, Inc. On Schedule for Windows
Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG ) ApplicationExtender
Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG ) ColdExtender
Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG ) DiskExtender
Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG ) ImageWare Utilities
Outrider Systems VoiceControl
Paradigm Development Corporation Open Process
Patrick Consult, Inc. The Outcome Advisor (R)
PC Quote Real-time data server
PCvoice, Inc. Thoughts for Windows
Pectronics Corporation IntelliScan
PenKnowledge, Inc. Lawyer's Office
Persoft, Inc. SmarTerm 340 for Windows
Persoft, Inc. SmarTerm 420 for Windows
Persoft, Inc. SmarTerm 470 for Windows v3.0
Pictronics Corp IntelliScan
Pinnacle Publishing Graphics Server
Portland Software Object Writer
Powersoft Corp. PowerBuilder for Windows NT v3.1
Prodea Software Corporation Prodea Synergy
Q+E Software Q+E
Q/Media Software Corporation Q/Media for Windows
Q/Media Software Corporation Q/Media for Windows Release 2.0
Real Software Solutions, Inc. SourceCraft
ReportSmith Corporation ReportSmith
Resource Concepts Incorporated CDdeManager
Resource Concepts Incorporated Q-Net
Ring Zero Systems, Inc. RingCentral
RWT Corporation OnTrack
Sales Kit Software Corporation SalesKit for Windows
Sales Productivity Systems, Inc. WASA



Saqqara Technology InScribe
SBS - International EasyMarc
Scientific Software Tools, Inc. Driver LINX/OLE
Scopus Technology, Inc. ProTEAM
Sequoia Software Systems Sequoia Tools
Shapeware Visio
Simplify Development Corp. MailRoom for Windows
Simplify Development Corp. ShareScan
Simulation Technologies, Inc. SimNet
Smart Communications, Inc. Smart Translators
SoftBridge, Inc - Basic Softbridge BASIC Language (SBL)
SoftSolutions Technology Corporation SoftSolutions Document Management System
Software Frameworks Association MFC Journal
SPSS Inc. SPSS Developers Kit
STEFRA Enterprise Video Control 1.0
Stirling Technologies, Inc. DEMOSHIELD
Stone Age Software BugBuster
Straylight Software Straylight Razor
Summit Software Company BasicScript 2.0 Toolkit
Summit Software Company Embedded Basic for Windows
Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc. Ansys
Sybase SYBASE Open Client / Server
Symantec Corp. ACT! 3.0
Symantec Corp. Enterprise Developer
Symbiotics, Inc. Networks! OLE Connect
Systems Compatibility Corporation Outside In for Windows
Systemware, Inc. Open X/TND for Windows
TeamWrite Corporation MultiVision Application Enhancement Facility
TeleFile, Inc. FileOLE
The Athena Group SIGLAB
Thuridion Software Engineering Avery LabelPro
Thuridion Software Engineering Command Center
Traffic Software Object-Fax
Traffic Software Object-Fax ADVANCED
Traffic Software Object-Fax LITE
Trax Softworks, Inc. TeamTalk
Trinzic AionDS
Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.                                                Reflection 8 for Windows
WATCOM International Corp. WATCOM C/C++32
Watermark Software Watermark Discovery Edition
Wilson WindowWare Inc. WinBatch Compiler
WK Information Systems Ltd. CaseView
WorldWare Myria
XVT Software, Inc. XVT Development Solution for C++ (DSC++)
XVT Software, Inc. XVTDevelopment Solution for C ( DSC )
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Above Software, Inc.
2698 White Road
Suite 200
Irvine, CA    92714
USA

Golden RETRIEVER for Windows
Retail Price: $99
Contact: Brenda Jaeck
Phone: 714-851-2283 Fax: 714-851-2283

A Windows filing cabinet, allows documents to be stored in drawers and folders and creates 256-character 
filenames.

Golden RETRIEVER for Windows organizes any file, not by directory but by project or subject into on-screen file 
drawers and folders -- just like the manual filing system you already know how to use.    Golden RETRIEVER 
allows you to use filenames up to 256 characters long, filenames that make sense, instead of cryptic eight-character 
DOS filenames.    Golden RETRIEVER easily finds the file you want, then automatically launches the 
corresponding program with just the click of a mouse.    Installs automatically to your custom Windows desktop 
recognizing all Windows and DOS programs.    Golden RETRIEVER    -- the Windows user's best friend and loyal 
companion.



Alcom Corp.
1616 North Shoreline Blvd
Mountain View, CA    94043-1316
USA

LanFax Redirector
Retail Price:    
Contact: Steve McBride
Phone: 415-694-7000 Fax: 415-694-7070

Fax Server Software.

LanFax Redirector is state-of-the-art LAN based fax server software for corporate use.    The LFR architecture is 
based on the client-server model and takes full advantage of 32-bit processing provided via NT.    LFR architecture 
overcomes many of the problems inherent in conventional 'store and forward' fax servers that bog down the file 
server and overload the network.      LFR optimizes packet size and bypasses the file server via peer-to-peer 
connectivity, thereby reducing network traffic. End User Benefits:      - real time status and control of fax      - shared 
corporate SQL-style    phone book that resides on the fax server.      - DID, DTMF, departmental, and MAPI inbound 
routing        - WYSYWIF and WYPIWYF          - create customer fax solutions using LanFax DDE LAN 
Administrator Benefits:        - Remote, real-time access to the fax server status without having to walk to the fax 
server.      - Ability to remotely reconfigure the fax server on-the-fly      - minimal network traffic      - Centralized 
audit trail



Allen-Bradley
1201 South Second Street
Milwaukee, WI    53204
USA

Control View for Windows
Retail Price: 995.00-7,795.00
Contact: Local Distributor
Phone: 414-382-200 Fax: 414-382-3232

Control view for Windows from Allen-Bradley:    Advanced software from the automation company you trust.

Control view for Windows is a results-oriented industrial automation software package utilizing an open platform 
that permits connectivity by using leading, industry-proven technology.    It is a fast, scaleable and easy-to-use 
software that allows you to animate graphics, trend, alarm,    log data, detect events, derived tags, and much more.    
Control View utilizes all the Windows technology-DDE, OLE 2.0, ODBC Software developed by the control experts
who know industrial automation better than anyone in the world, Allen-Bradley a Rockwell International Company.



Alpha Pacific
PO BOX 1882
San Luis Obispo, CA    93406
USA

ImageRider
Retail Price: 125.00
Contact: Ty Griffin
Phone: 805-543-3282 Fax: 805-543-3302

A multi purpose image editor, viewer and tool: designed for the needs of application developers and builders, to be 
integrated with other programs and.or processes.

ImageRider is simultaneously a stand alone imaging program and a developer's tool.    For users, it provides scanner 
control, extensive viewing and editing capabilities ( rotate, scale 3-999, convert between formats, crop, zoom, etc.).   
and filing/savings of images.    As a tool or building block, it integrates easily into other applications that require 
image processing.    The program supports all standard image file formats, b&w/grayscale/color, and can be run in 
various modes to restrict or enable capabilities.    ImageRider is an excellent tool for developers and software 
integrators who need imaging capabilities for their applications, but do not wish to develop their own imaging 
programs.



Altamira Software Corp.
150 Shoreline Highway
Suite B27
Mill Valley, CA    94941
USA

Composer
Retail Price: $795.00
Contact: Customer Service
Phone: 415-332-5801 Fax: 415-332-5804

Object oriented image composition & manipulation.

Altamira Composer is the revolutionary new image composition and manipulation application that brings the 
flexibility of object-based drawing to image editing.    Unlike other imaging applications, with Altamira Composer, 
images are never \"pasted down.    \"    You have total freedom to change, move, or edit the images in your 
composition at any time.    Altamira Composer turns an image into an image object.    Instead of time-consuming 
selecting and masking, image objects are automatically created when you bring elements into your composition.    
These objects \"float\" transparently in a dynamic alpha stack.    They can be painted, trimmed, scaled, rotated, given
transparency, moved up or down in the stack or otherwise manipulated without any image degradation.    Altamira 
Composer also includes hundreds of innovative new anti-aliased tools and effects.    



Attachmate Corporation
3738 N. Fraser Way
Unit 101
Burnaby , British Columbia    V5J 5G1
Canada

EXTRA! for Windows NT
Retail Price: $425.00
Contact: Carlo Rossetti
Phone: 800-663-8702 or 604-431-0727 Fax: 604-431-0818

EXTRA! for Windows NT (ver. 1.0)

EXTRA! for Windows NT is powerful 3270 connectivity software that provides a set of 3270 options and takes full 
advantage of Windows NT.    EXTRA!'s Universal Connectivity allows you to choose coax, LAN (NetBIOS, 802.    
2, TN3270), gateway (Attachmate, IBM, Novell, Microsoft), and modem via SDLC or ADLC.    Supports industry 
standard file transfer protocols such as IBM Send/Receive (IND$FILE) and DISOSS PS/CICS, up to 26 host 
sessions, pull-down menus, dialog boxes, multiple windows, LU1 or LU3 printer emulation, and light pen or mouse 
pen support.    In addition, it provides a wealth of automation options including macros, host-aware DDE, and multi-
tasking HLLAPI.    



AudioFile, Inc.
Four Militia Drive
Lexington, MA    02173
USA

TalkWorks
Retail Price: $40.00
Contact: Tom Erickson
Phone: 617-863-0890 Fax: 617-863-0956

TalkWorks is an integrated voice messaging system with audio compression designed to ease E-mail, voice mail and 
fax communications using the personal computer. 

TalkWorks(TM) is designed to ease business communications by enabling users to benefit from the natural ease and 
convenience of voice in their personal computer applications.    Employing sophisticated techniques that are 
scaleable to a wide variety of host computers or digital signal processors (DSPs), TalkWorks is the first truly 
practical solution for business audio.        There are four products within the TalkWorks family:    
AudioRecorder(TM), an OLE server for recording, playback, embedding and file format conversion of digital audio;
AudioEditor(TM), a full-function audio waveform editor; AudioMixer(TM), an application for controlling audio 
sources; and the TalkWorks answering machine, a telephone answering machine with support for audio 
compression.



Bits & Pixels
2235 Oak Crest Manor Lane
St. Louis, MO    63011
USA

Custom Control Construction KIt ( CCCK )
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Mathew Kuruvilla
Phone: (314) 458-4961 Fax: (314) 458-4961

Interactive tools for constructing OLE custom controls.

CCCK is a toolkit for interactively constructing graphical OLE Custom Controls.    CCCK provides the easiest route 
to the creation of exciting custom controls utilizing OLE Automation.    Includes a structured three dimensional 
graphical editor and other interactive tools for building custom controls in C++ Graphics created using graphical 
editor are converted into custom controls with user specified dispatch interfaces.    Development of custom controls 
is speeded up through a code generation tool which generates code compatible with Microsoft Foundation Classes 
and Visual C++.    Several examples of novel custom controls such as a 3D fly over control are included.    Controls 
constructed can be invoked from OLE automation clients and can be made part of client programs.    Requires 
Microsoft Visual C++ version 1.5 or later.



Bits & Pixels
2235 Oak Crest Manor Lane
St. Louis, MO    63011
USA

Draw++
Retail Price: $460.00
Contact: Mathew Kuruvilla
Phone: (314) 458-4961 Fax: (314) 458-4961

Class library for adding for structured two and three dimensional graphics to Visual C++

Draw++ is a C++ class library for creating structured graphics interfaces to your programs.    Draw++ builds on 
Microsoft foundation Classes and Visual C++ to provide you with state-of -the -art graphical tools under Windows, 
Windows NT and future systems supported by Visual C++.    Draw++ is a robust implementation of structured 
graphics as found in the well-known InterViews library for X windows.    Use Draw++ to port graphical interfaces 
for high end graphical client-server applications from X windows to Windows NT and Windows.Draw++ includes a 
rich collection of two and three dimensional shapes, rubberband classes for interactively creating and manipulating 
shapes and classes for creating macro operations.    Shapes created under Draw++ can be exchanged with X 
windows and other systems using Postscript file format.    Sources code is included for drawing editor utilizing the 
Draw++ library and is a full OLE 2 server.    Objects can be included in drawings from external applications 
supporting OLE 2.    OLE support compatible with current version of Visual C++ support is included as part of the 
Draw++ library.



Bits & Pixels
2235 Oak Crest Manor Lane
St. Louis, MO    63011
USA

ObjectMedia
Retail Price: $395.00
Contact: Mathew Kuruvilla
Phone: (314) 458-4961 Fax: (314) 458-4961

Multimedia authoring C++ class livrary utilizing OLE 2    objects.

ObjectMedia is a development system for creating multimedia products.    ObjectMedia exploits the power of OLE 2
for creating multimedia.    ObjectMedia includes interactive editors for creating multimedia graphics and OLE 2 
objects.    A novel method for creating animations using C++ objects is also included, along with a time oriented 
graphical editor.    ObjectMedia also includes an extensive C++ class library which allows you to seamlessly merge 
OLE 2 objects and multimedia objects with graphical and animation objects    Hypermedial effects are also easy to 
achieve through the ability to create a variety of interactors which go beyond the normal button-based 
interfaces.Unlike other multimedia authoring systems, the products you build using ObjectMedia are your own 
programs, with no royalties or runtime requirements.    The ObjectMedia library is built on top of Microsoft 
Foundation Classes using Visual C++ which ensures portability of your products to a number of platforms 
supporting the foundation classed, including Windows and Windows NT    ObjectMedia requires Microsoft Visual 
C++ version 1.5 or later.



Blue Sky Software Corp.
7486 La Jolla Blvd.
Suite 3
La Jolla, CA    92037
USA

WindowsMAKER Professional 5.0
Retail Price: $1096.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-677-4WIN Fax: 619-459-6366

Using OLE 2.0 automation, WindowsMAKER(TM) Professional 5.0 -- the industry's most powerful Prototyper and 
C/C++ Code Generator for Windows, Win32s and Windows NT -- offers an extendible plug-in architecture.

If you're serious about C/C++ Windows development, WindowsMAKER(TM) Professional 5.0 is the most powerful 
Prototyper and C/C++ Code Generator for Windows, Win32s and Windows NT.    OLE 2.0 automation enables 
WindowsMAKER to provide an extendible plug-in architecture.    This award-winning product offers much more 
functionality and ease-of-use than any other tool.    Easily create full-featured Windows Applications:    MDI, 
Toolbars, Status bars, Templates, On-line Help, Graphical 3D buttons, Edit During Preview and much more.    
TrueCode(TM) technology ensures that user code is preserved during code regeneration.    Uses \"switch-it\" 
knowledge bases for generating code for specific platforms, allowing migration between languages, C++ libraries 
and platforms (ANSI C, MFC, OWL, etc.).



Brio Technology, Inc.
444 Castro St.
Suite 700
Mountain View, CA    94041
USA

DataEdit
Retail Price: $999.00
Contact: K. Edholm
Phone: 415-961-4110 Fax: 415-961-4572

DataEdit is a new tool for the rapid development of cross-platform Windows and Macintosh database applications.

DataEdit is a new desktop development system that enables extremely rapid construction of forms-based client-
server applications for SQL databases.    DataEdit allows users to update relational databases from a graphical forms 
environment.    DataEdit includes a data entry screen painting program with a built-in SQL generator and a 
centralized database model.    It provides multi-user access to relational databases, and requires no user knowledge 
of SQL.    DataEdit provides built-in, automatic version control and a centralized data dictionary.    DataEdit supports
a variety of database connection software, including Data Access Language (Apple), ODBC, SQL*Net (Oracle), 
OpenClient (Sybase) and connects loading databases such as AS/400, Informix, Ingres, ORACLE, Sybase, SQL 
Server and Rdb.    Now with OLE 2.0 support, DataEdit developers will be able to incorporate OLE 2.0 objects and 
extend their applications effortlessly.



Brio Technology, Inc.
444 Castro St.
Suite 700
Mountain View, CA    94041
USA

DataPivot
Retail Price: $99.00
Contact: K. Edholm
Phone: 415-961-4110 Fax: 415-961-4572

DataPivot is the ad-hoc analysis and crosstab reporting tool that lets anyone construct crosstab reports on data 
from any source.

DataPivot is the only dynamic analysis and reporting tool that lets you view data from different perspectives quickly
and easily.    Its interactive data \"frame\" allows you to interchange rows and columns, define groups, totals and sub-
totals, and build reusable templates that reveal the structure and meaning of your data.    DataPivot supports System 
7.0 IAC and DDE and accepts data from virtually any source, including spreadsheets, query tools, and text 
documents.    Now with OLE support, DataPivot analysis can be embedded in other applications and dynamically 
restructured in place.



Brio Technology, Inc.
444 Castro St.
Suite 700
Mountain View, CA    94041
USA

DataPrism
Retail Price: $399.00
Contact: K. Edholm
Phone: 415-961-4110 Fax: 415-961-4572

DataPrism is the cross-platform database query tool that allows anyone to copy data from remote databases into 
spreadsheets, word processors, and charting applications without programming. 

DataPrism is the premier ad hoc query tool for Macintosh and Windows.    DataPrism is completely cross-platform.   
Queries created by any Windows version of DataPrism can be opened and run on a Macintosh and vice versa.    
DataPrism's unique visual data model allows analysts to build queries without relying on database experts.    
DataPrism previews database tables, lists, valid constraint choices, and joins tables automatically to make querying 
completely painless.    DataPrism is a read-only query tool that enhances database server security because it prohibits
data updates.    DataPrism supports all relational databases, including AS/400, DB2, Informix, Ingres, Oracle, Rdb, 
and Sybase using connection software products such as DAL, EDA/Link, Micro Decisionware Gateway, ODBC, 
Open Client, Q+E Lib, SequeLink and SQL*Net.    Now with OLE 2.0 support, a DataPrism query can be a data 
source object embedded in any OLE container.



Buzzwords International, Inc.
7636 County Rd 621
Cape Girardeau, MO    63701
USA

WinGEN
Retail Price: $149.00
Contact: Rich Cameau
Phone: 314-334-6317 Fax: 314-334-0794

WinGEN is an object-oriented WYSIWYG source code (generator/data entry) design tool for Windows 3.1. 

WinGEN is an object-oriented WYSIWYG source code generator/data entry design tool and converter of 
ObjectVision .OVD files to source for Windows 3.1 versions of dBASE, C/++, and Borland Pascal.    WYSIWYG 
Text, Buttons, Colors and other object properties enable creation of advanced interactive Windows database 
applications.    OLE and DDEML links are supported.    Available for Windows 3.1, OS/2 2.1, & UNIX V Rel 4.



Cadkey, Inc.
4 Griffin Rd., N
Windsor, CT    06095-1511
USA

CadKey Object Developer (CODe)
Retail Price: $495 (USD)
Contact: Annie Staniunas
Phone: 203-298-8888 Fax: 203-298-6401

Object-oriented CAD/database toolkit for 32-bit Windowsd and Windows NT application development

The CADKEY OBJECT Developer (CODe) is a self-contained software development toolkit for 32-bit applications 
written for use with Windows and Windows NT. operating systems.    CODe is a collection of C++ objects and 
modules and an Application Framework (AFX) utilizing the Microsoft Foundation classes (MFC).    The direct link 
with the MFC gives you cross-platform compatibility and allows you to use off-the-shelf tools, like Microsoft Visual
C++ and Visual Basic.    CODe is ideal for developing standalone or AFX products or for the design, multimedia, 
graphics, or database markets.



Calera Recognition Systems, Inc.
475 Potrero Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA    94086
USA

WORDSCAN 2.0
Retail Price: $295.00
Contact: Dan    Meub
Phone: 408-720-8300 Fax: 408-720-1330

WordScan and WordScan Plus are the best OCR software programs to convert and processs even degrded text-based
documents into your popular Winodws applications.

WordScan 2.0 and WordScan Plus 2.0 are Windows desktop OCR software programs that allow you to convert 
scanned or faxed text-based paper documents into the formats of the most popular Windows fax, scanner, E-mail, 
word processing, spreadsheet and database    applications.    Calera has recognized the need for tighter Windows 
Application integration and was the first OCR vendor to incorporate OLE 2.0 Drag and Drop capabilities into its 
product line.



Calera Recognition Systems, Inc.
475 Potrero Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA    94086
USA

WORDSCAN Plus 2.0
Retail Price: $595.00
Contact: Alan    Williams
Phone: 408-720-8300 Fax: 408-720-1330

WordScan and WordScan Plus are the best OCR software programs to convert and processs even degrded text-based
documents into your popular Winodws applications.

WordScan 2.0 and WordScan Plus 2.0 are Windows desktop OCR software programs that allow you to convert 
scanned or faxed text-based paper documents into the formats of the most popular Windows fax, scanner, E-mail, 
word processing, spreadsheet and database    applications.    Calera has recognized the need for tighter Windows 
Application integration and was the first OCR vendor to incorporate OLE 2.0 Drag and Drop capabilities into its 
product line.



California Software, Inc.
2121 East Pacific Coast Hwy.
Suite 120C
Corona del Mar, CA    92625
USA

InterAp
Retail Price: $295.00
Contact: Mark Doolittle
Phone: 714-729-4224 Fax: 714-644-6277

A Windows client software product providing corporate LAN's and individual users full access to the Internet.

A Windows client software product providing corporate LAN's and individual users full access to the 
Internet. \"InterAp\" includes a World Wide Web Navigator used for searching and retrieving hypertext multimedia 
documents containing text, graphics, and sound files.    E-Mail capability is included with    full multimedia 
functionality and is also MIME and MAPI compliant. A NetNews reader    allows you to participate in global forums
for ideas, special interests, and education. Full Internet connectivity Is provided with FTP, Telnet, and Terminal 
Emulation. And simplify all InterAp process's using NetScripts our own custom macro language.



Caliper Corp.
1172 Beacon Street
Newton, MA    02161
USA

Maptitude(TM)
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Jack MacDougall
Phone: 617-527-4700 Fax: 617-527-5113

Maptitude(TM) is a multi-user desktop Geographic Information System (GIS) with powerful analysis, database 
management, and application development capabilities.

Maptitude is designed    to fulfill the needs of business and government users, with industrial strength capabilities for
geographic data management, map development and production, spatial modeling and buffering, and business 
marketing functions.    Maptitude is a Microsoft Windows application and features dynamic links to external 
databases, powerful multi-user GIS functionality, and support for OLE 2.0 and the Open Database Connectivity 
standard (ODBC).    Maptitude also includes an extensive package of geographic, demographic, and economic data 
from the Census Bureau and other sources.



Chips and Technologies, Inc.
2950 Zanker Rd.
 
San Jose, CA    95134
USA

OEM dependent
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Scott Cutler
Phone: 408-434-0601 Fax: 408-894-2087

The object library will be shipped to all OEM's who manufacture PC Video - Based Capture Boards.    The OEM 
chooses the product name and description.

This OLE 2.0 based product will allow users with PC Video based capture h/w to capture and play back video clips 
from within a compound document onto the PC Video overlay surface.    Support for object linking and embedding, 
drag-and-drop, in place activation and automation will be provided.    Limited visual edition ( frame sequencing, 
merging and graphics overlay )    will be provided for authoring presentations.    Inputs ranging from camcorders and 
TV tuners to RIFF files or raw YUV data will be accepted for play back.    Still image inputting BMP/TARGA/PCX 
or TIFF will be accepted.



Chrisalan Designs, Inc.
P.O. Box 775
Wenatchee, WA    98807
USA

just Buttons
Retail Price: 69.00-99.00
Contact: Gerry Bakker
Phone: 509-663-7770 Fax: 509-662-5948

Highly acclaimed OLE automation Hub that provides network wide productivity enabling solutions that are 
compatible across the entire range of Windows capable platforms.

just Buttons provides Windows users with a flexible tool to create and manage OLE objects and applications.    just 
Buttons is a truly OLE 2.0 enabled product that provides unprecedented cross application and cross platform 
integration and automation power.    Using just Buttons extensive library of user oriented Windows API functions 
any user can easily create Automation Scripts by simply picking from valid options for any feature and then 
stringing these functions one behind the other to create their custom Automation program.    The OLE Automation 
possibilities are endless and the use of an OLE Hub such as just Buttons makes them all possible.



Chrisalan Designs, Inc.
P.O. Box 775
Wenatchee, WA    98807
USA

just BUTTONS
Retail Price: $99.00
Contact: Stuart Wyatt
Phone: 509-663-7770 Fax: 509-662-5948

A productivity tool that integrates multiple Windows tasks and reduces them to a single click of a button. 

just BUTTONS is a productivity tool that is extremely flexible not only in functionality but in appearance as well.    
It keeps you organized and efficient by remembering how, where and when you work.    Buttons may be embedded 
in documents for instant access .    With 35+ basic building block functions, providing 250+ nuts and bolts 
operations, buttons can be constructed that reduce hundreds of steps to a single click of a button.    just BUTTONS 
merges beginner-level ease of use with the powerful functionality a programmer expects.



Cimmetry Systems Inc.
1430 Mass Avenue, suite 306
Cambridge , MA    02138-3810
USA

PANORAMIC! for Windows
Retail Price: $129.00
Contact: Ricky Lee
Phone: 514-735-3219 Fax: 514-735-6440

PANORAMIC! for Windows allows you to quickly view, convert, and print your files by linking to your favorite file 
manager. 

PANORAMIC! for Windows allows you to quickly view, convert, and print your files by linking to your favorite file
manager.    Simply click on the filename or drag and drop to view your favorite word processor, spreadsheet, 
database, graphics, fax, archive, CAD, and PostScript files.    Print or convert files in single or in batch mode.    
PANORAMIC! fully supports cut and paste, drag and drop, multiple windows, DDE, DLL's and OLE.    With 
support for over 100 file formats, it is easy to see why PANORAMIC! is the must-have utility for every Windows 
user.



Cincom Systems, Inc.
2300 Montana Ave.
Cincinnati, OH    45211-3899
USA

Supra Server for Windows NT
Retail Price:    Call
Contact: David Himes 
Phone: 513-573-3487 Fax: 513-459-0612

Supra Server.

Supra Server is a high-performance SQL database, featuring Updateable Join Views, a distributed catalog, and 
Transaction Partners recovery.    Supra, demonstrated on Windows NT at the Fall '92 COMDEX, also supports 
UNIX, OS/2, MVS, VSE, VM, and VMS platforms, in a variety of network configurations.    



Claris Corp.
PO Box 58168
5201 Patrick Henry Dr.
Santa Clara, CA    95052-8168
USA

FileMaker Pro 2.1
Retail Price: $399.00
Contact: Claris Customer Assistance
Phone: 408-727-8227 Fax: 408-987-7460

With unsurpassed flexibility and usable power, FileMaker Pro lets users themselves develop and manage anything 
from lists to automated, multi-user database applications.

FileMaker Pro 2.1 is the database offering power without programming.    It provides individuals and workgroups 
with the perfect balance of functionality and accessibility through it's easy-to-use graphical data-entry tools, 
unmatched report generation facilities, point-and-click scripting and unique cross-platform workgroup 
capabilities.By hiding the database complexity behind a superior graphical user interface, FileMaker Pro allows 
even new users to easily access information, automate customized tasks and operate in multi-user environments.    
Enabled with Microsoft's OLE 2.0 capabilities, FileMaker Pro acts as an OLE 2.0 client, allowing users to embed 
and link a variety of objects and applications directly into their database.    For example, an employee database kept 
in File Maker Pro could use OLE 2.0 to include a Microsoft Word for Windows document that links the contents of 
the employee's latest review directly to a field in the database.



CMD Technology, Inc.
1 Vanderbilt
Irvine, CA    92718
USA

CMD WinRAID
Retail Price: 49.95
Contact: Robert Leondis
Phone: 714-454-0800 Fax: 714-455-1656

CMD WinRAID provides IDE RAID 1 ( disk mirroring ) capabilties and in-depth statistics of disk performance and 
activities with OLE 2.0 support.

Integrated with CMD high performance IDE chip ( PCI-0640x ) and fast disk driver, CMD WinRAID offers RAID 1
solution and management.    Through disk mirroring function, data can be written into two separate identical disks to
achieve data redundancy.    Thus, if one drive fails,    the other drive can provide an exact copy of the lost data.    
CMD WinRAID provides a user friendly interface to configure IDE RAID sets and a monitor facility to record real 
time IDE disk read/write activities.



Cognos Corp.
67 S. Bedford St.
Ste. 100E
Burlington, MA    01803-5164
USA

Impromptu
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Direct Sales
Phone: 800-223-2321 or 617-229-6600 Fax: 617-229-9828

Extension of our existing desktop products (which will act as servers) for end user access to corporate data from a 
hand held device.    Insulates users from SQL operations.    Includes Query Bar, set of icons arranged across top of 
screen that automatically select, sort, group and calculate data.    Allows user to access relational databases without 
detailed knowledge of SQL, database structure or network navigation.    Enables users to access data by clicking on 
topics listed in menus. All network navigation and database access is handled by the program enabling the user to 
perform SQL query options such as sorting, grouping, calculating minimum, average and maximum values, totals, 
subtotals, and counting occurrences of specific values.    The program allows users to define their calculated columns
and perform calculations on existing query columns.    Does not require the user to join SQL queries or build queries 
from the ground up.    Supports Oracles's Oracle 6.0, Interbase's Interbase 3.0 and Cognos' Starbase.



Cognos Corp.
67 S. Bedford St.
Ste. 100E
Burlington, MA    01803-5164
USA

Powerhouse
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Direct Sales
Phone: 800-223-2321 or 617-229-6600 Fax: 617-229-9828

Windows version of Cognos' 4GL which allows developers to create client/server applications for accessing 
numerous large system databases.    Supports variety of HP file systems, terminals and PCs.    Simultaneously 
supports character-mode terminals and PCs under Windows 3.1.



Cognos Corp.
67 S. Bedford St.
Ste. 100E
Burlington, MA    01803-5164
USA

PowerPlay
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Direct Sales
Phone: 800-223-2321 or 617-229-6600 Fax: 617-229-9828

End-user information system that provides corporate business performance data access from desktop and is designed
for decision makers and managers.    Uses intuitive, mouse-driven interface based on Microsoft Windows 
environment to manipulate various display and graph types.



CompuHelp
422 E. 1800 S.
Kaysville, UT    84037
USA

Family Album
Retail Price: $79.00
Contact: John Pearson
Phone: 801-451-0901 Fax: 801-451-9533

Family History/Genealogy product which includes pictures and sound recording links to your records.    Supports 
Spanish/Mexican records. 

This product allows you to keep track of your family names and includes the pictures and voices to go with them.    
Included is a tool which will search your research records and generate possible matches for you.    Included are 
GEOCOM upload and download capability (for PAF).



Computer Comcepts Corporation
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 620
Atlanta, GA    30339
USA

IMPACT: 3C
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Matthew Smith
Phone: 800-226-2036 Fax: 404-956-7744

IMPACT: 3C is a totally integrated cost management software system.

IMPACT: 3C collects cost data from all corners of your business, whether it is stored on PC, mini or mainframe 
databases.    IMPACT: 3C supplies accurate cost standards and precise cost estimates using most current figures.    
You no longer need to use    \" Best Guess \" figures for budgets and forecasting.    PC-Based IMPACT :3C delivers 
power, speed, flexibility and accuracy to cost accounting.    Your accounting staff will quickly be designing and 
operation your cost sheets according to your standards.



Computer Mail Services, Inc.
20300 Civic Center Drive
Southfield, MI    48076
USA

MailPlus
Retail Price: $99.95
Contact: Mitch Green
Phone: (810) 352-6700 Fax: (810) 352-8387

The single business solutiion for multiple Email services.

From the ground up, MailPlus was built around the idea that a single graphical interface should support all of your 
Email services.    Comes complete with address book, scheduler, desktop message manager and connection to MCI 
Mail and CompuServe.    Features keyword autofilling for read and sent messages, and simple fill-in-the-blank forms
for addressing.



Concentric Data Systems, Inc.
110 Turnpike Road
Westboro, MA    01581
USA

R & R Report Writer
Retail Price: $249.00-$395.00
Contact: Karen McGuire
Phone: (508) 366-1122 Fax: (508) 366-2954

Professional strength database report writer for developers and end-users.

R & R Report Writer for Windows, Xbase Edition, Version 3        $249.00 R & R Report Writer for Windows, SQL 
Edition Version 3                $395.00Select, analyze, summarize, and present data from almost any database without 
programming!    Draw information form up to 100 related database tables, and the sort, group, filter, calculate and 
total information to design custom reports, forms, mail merge documents and mailing labels.    Use OLE 2.0 
Automation to link with Excel to produce crosstabs and charts.    Desk-top publishing-style text control 
automatically trims spaces between fields and adjusts line height to accommodate font size.    Features include and 
action bar, plain-English querying , more than 85 pre-defined functions, line/box drawing and shading, graphics 
import, WYSIWYG print preview with zoom, data export, and a royalty-free runtime.



Corel Corp.
1600 Carling Avenue
The Corel Bldg.
Ottawa, Ontario    K1Z-8R7
Canada

CorelDRAW 4
Retail Price: $595.00
Contact: Margaret Burniston
Phone: 800-77-COREL Fax: 613-728-9790

With illustration, charting, photo-paint, tracing/OCR, presentation and animation capabilities, plus hundreds of 
fonts and thousands of clipart images, CorelDRAW 4 is the ideal desktop publishing package!

CorelDRAW 4 is the ideal desktop publishing tool.    It includes illustration, charting, photo-paint, tracing/OCR and 
presentation capabilities.    There are advanced word processing features and dozens of artistic and special effects.    
It's packed with more fonts, more clipart images and symbols, more graphics capabilities and more business 
applications.    Plus CorelDRAW 4 now includes CorelMOVE, a brand new animation module.



Corporate Image Software, Inc.
59 Magee Street
Cambridge, MA    02139
USA

Chart Object for Lotus Notes
Retail Price: 495.00
Contact: Stephen Walch
Phone: 617-876-0514 Fax: 617-876-0370

Chart Object for Lotus Notes produces a variety of graphical charts from the information in a Lotus Notes database.

Chart Object for Lotus Notes is a new software product that extends the capabilities of Lotus Notes by allowing 
Notes users and application developers to quickly and easily produce a variety of graphical charts from the 
information in a Notes database.    The chart types that can be created include Line Charts, Pie Charts, 3-D Bar 
Charts, Stacked Bar Charts, and Layer Charts.    These charts may by embedded as OLE 2.0 objects in Notes 
documents, word processing documents, presentations, etc.    Chart Objects for Lotus Notes also supports Notes/FX 
so you can fully integrate charts into your Notes application designs.



Crystal Services
1050 West Pender Street, Suite 2200
Vancouver, B.C,      V6E 3S7
Canada

Crystal Reports Pro, version 3.0
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Heather MacKenzie
Phone: 604-893-6308 Fax: 604-681-2934

Crystal Reports Pro has two components: a Report Designer for fast and easy creation of professional reports, and 
a Report Engine for rapid addition of reports for PC and SQL database applications.

Crystal Reports is a powerful yet easy-to-use data access and reporting tool.    Quickly and easily create presentation 
quality reports using information from PC    and SQL databases (ODBC support included).    Incorporate graphics, 
drawings and spreadsheets from other applications (using OLE 2.0) for impressive, up-to-date documents.    
Developers save hundreds of hours of programming time by taking advantage of the powerful and extensible 
formula language, two pass calculations and unlimited sorting.    Seamlessly integrate reports into applications using 
the Visual Basic Custom Control, OLE 2.0 or via direct calls to an enhanced Report Engine DLL.    FREE Runtime 
and Report Compiler included.



Crystal Services
1050 West Pender Street, Suite 2200
Vancouver, B.C,      V6E 3S7
Canada

Crystal Reports Professional Editon
Retail Price: 395.00
Contact: Edward Stein
Phone: 604-681-3435 Fax: 604-681-2934

Crystal Reports Professional Edition is an advanced data access and reporting tool ( PC, SQL and ODBC data 
access ) that is used by business managers, IS managers and Windows developers.

Crystal Reports Pro ( Professional Edition ) is the most advanced version of Crystal Reports.    The Report Designer 
component is full-featured, easy-to-use ( format the report while viewing live data ) and has powerful data 
manipulation capabilities.    Data access includes PC databases, ODBC connectivity, Gupta SQL Base, IBM DB2/2, 
Microsoft SQL Server, NetWare SQL, Oracle, and SYBASE SQL Server.    The Reporter Engine has more than 60 
direct calls to the Report Engine DLL and enhanced Visual Basic Custom Control.    Royalty-free Runtime and 
Report Compiler.    Advanced features include a Data Dictionary builder for presenting database structures in an 
intuitive format, allowing better access to information.



Crystal Services
1050 West Pender Street, Suite 2200
Vancouver, B.C,      V6E 3S7
Canada

Crystal Reports Standard Edition
Retail Price: 195.00
Contact: Edward Stein
Phone: 604-681-3435 Fax: 604-681-2934

Crystal Reports Standard Edition is an easy-to-use yet powerful PC data access and reporting tool that is used by 
business managers and Windows developers.

Crystal Reports Standard Edition is a data access and reporting tool with 2 components;    a Report Designer for fast 
and easy creation of reports, and a Report Engine DLL for rapid addition of reports to Windows applications.    
Supports Access, ASCII, Btrieve, Excel, Paradox and xBase databases.    The Report Designer is full featured, easy-
to-use ( format the report while viewing live data), and has powerful data manipulation capabilities, Seamlessly 
integrate reports using the Visual Basic Custom Control or 30 calls to the Report Engine DLL Royalty-free Runtime 
and Report Compiler.



Crystal Services
1050 West Pender Street, Suite 2200
Vancouver, B.C,      V6E 3S7
Canada

Crystal Reports, version 3.0
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Heather MacKenzie
Phone: 604-893-6308 Fax: 604-681-2934

Crystal Reports has two components: a Report Designer for fast and easy creation of professional reports, and a 
Report Engine for rapid addition of reports for PC database applications.

Crystal Reports is a powerful yet easy-to-use data access and reporting tool.    Quickly and easily create presentation 
quality reports using information from xBASE, Paradox, and Btrieve databases, incorporate graphics, drawings and 
spreadsheets from other applications (using OLE 2.0) for impressive, up-to-date documents.    Developers save 
hundreds of hours of programming time by taking advantage of powerful sorting, two pass calculations and over 100
built-in functions and operators.    Seamlessly integrate reports into applications using the Visual Basic Custom 
Control, OLE 2.0 or via direct calls to the Report Engine DLL. FREE Runtime and Report Compiler included.



Daniel W. Phifer Computer Systems Consulting
2318 NE 136th Terrace
North Miami beach, FL    33181
USA

NetPhone
Retail Price: Free
Contact: Daniel Phifer
Phone: (305) 945-5903 Fax: (305) 945-9908

Networkable Windows Phone Book

NetPhone is a multi-user networkable Windows phone book designed to run on a Novell or compatible network.    
NetPhone allows multiple users access to a common, or separate, phone book(s) using a single database.    Version 3.
50 will contain OLE 2.    0 features



Datech Network Systems, Inc.
45 Brant Avenue, Suite 5
Clark, NJ    07066
USA

EarthTime
Retail Price: 39.95
Contact: Dave Silva
Phone: 800-982-8411 Fax: 908-381-3494

EarthTime the most comprehensive global clock Windows has ever seen.

If you ever need to know what time it is somewhere else on Earth, EarthTime has the answer.    EarthTime tells you 
the time anywhere in the world, accurately accounting for daylight savings time, fractional differences, and other 
nuances.    In a word, EarthTime simplifies the complex task of time conversion.    New in Version 2 : EarthTime's 
Time differential Engine is exposed to allow other applications to use EarthTime to find the time around the world.   
EarthTime's Alarm Clock is also exposed so other applications can set EarthTime alarms based on local or remote 
time.



DCA
1000 Alderman Drive
Alpharetta, GA    30202
USA

QuickApp
Retail Price: $995.00
Contact: Pam Anderson
Phone: (404) 442-4000 Fax: (404) 442-4377

QuickApp is a communications middleware development tool that allows legacy data to be seamlessly integrated int 
client/server applications.

QuickApp works in conjunction with client/server development tools and OLE 2.0 - enabled applications to 
seamlessly integrate information on virtually any host computer into new, graphical client/server applications.



DeltaPoint, Inc.
2 Harris Ct., suite B-1
Monterey, CA    93940
USA

DeltaGraph Pro 3.0
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Nigel Hearne
Phone: 408-648-4000 Fax: 408-648-4020

Powerful charting and graphing for business, technical and scientific users requiring publication quality results.

DeltaGraph Professional is the leading Windows program for creating presentation quality charts and graphs.    The 
total number of distinct chart types is over 40 and the available formatting options make it possible to create 120 
chart styles.    DeltaGraph Professional is a powerful stand-alone charting solution as well as an ideal add-on for 
spreadsheet and database users.    Data may be imported or linked in a number of ways presenting seamless 
connections with the original data.



Deneba Software
7400 S.W. 87th Avenue
Miami, FL    33173
USA

CANVAS 3.53
Retail Price: $399.00
Contact: Joe Curley
Phone: (305) 596-5644 Fax: (305) 273-9069

CANVAS for Windows is the precision drawing tool for professionals.

CANVAS for Windows is the precision drawing tool for professionals.    It is the only Windows graphics program 
that integrates precision drawing and bitmap editing.    Canvas is ideally suited for such diverse applications as 
technical illustrations, graphics design, business graphics, desktop presentations, desktop publishing, engineering, 
and architecture.    The program boasts a wealth of technical illustrations features, excellent text handling, and rich 
CMYK and PANTONE colors.    Canvas is based on Deneba's modular, extensible Open Architecture Technology.    
It features full support for Windows 3.1 technology including Multiple Document Interface, Object Linking and File
Embedding.    Canvas for Windows shares the same file    format and interface with the popular Canvas 3 for 
Macintosh.



Design Science, Inc.
4028 Broadway
Long Beach, CA    90803
USA

Math Type for Windows 4.0
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Tim    Walsh
Phone: 310-433-0685 Fax: 310-433-6969

MathType allows users to create typeset-quality mathematical equations for word processing and desktop publishing
documents.    Equations are created using simple point-and-click techniques; there are no command languages or 
codes to learn.

MathType applies the rules of mathematical typesetting to automatically format equations as you type.    MathType 
has over 270 mathematical symbols and templates -- everything from long division signs to triple integrals.    
Equations can be imported into documents as OLE objects.    MathType is the equation editing solution that 
Microsoft chose for Word for Windows 2.0.    A specially priced package is available for Word for Windows 2.0 
users.



Diamond Head Software Inc.
707 Richards Street , Suite PH-3
Honolulu, HI    96813
USA

Image Basic 2.0
Retail Price: 2995.00
Contact: Les Lezkovitz
Phone: 808-545-2377 Fax: 808-545-7042

Image Basic is asuite of OLE custom controls for document imaging development.

Image Basic is a full featured set of OLE development tools offering the best imaging libraries available for 
scanning, display OCR, ICR, bar code recognition and forms recognition, store your images in a variety of formats 
and media, including Access, LOTUS, Notes, and a variety of open data bases.    This is    the top drive development 
environment for truly productive, high level imaging development.    All elements are tuned for a production 
environment.



Digital Communications Associates, Inc.
8230 Montgomery Rd.
Cincinnati, OH    45236
USA

NetWizard
Retail Price: 69.00
Contact: Barb Clark
Phone: 513-745-0500 Fax: 513-745-0327

NetWizard is a software management solution that provides easy distrbution and maintenance of PC software from a
centrol location.

NetWizard can distribute, install, and configure software on PCs across local and wide area networks.    NetWizard 
features drag-and-drop usability, comprehensive rollback/recovery, peer-to-peer distribution capability, and a File 
Manager-like user interface.    The Windows 3.1 based manager component interacts with Windows and/or MS-DOS
based workstation agents.



Digital Communications Associates, Inc.
1000 Alderman Drive
Alpharetta, GA    30202-4199
USA

QuickApp for Windows
Retail Price: $995.00
Contact: Bobby Clay
Phone: 404-442-4154 Fax: 404-442-4377

A communications middleware development tool which enables information on host computers to be easily 
integrated into client/server applications. 

QuickApp for Windows is a communications middleware development tool which enables information on host 
computers to be easily integrated into client/server applications.    It works in conjunction with application 
development tools such as Visual Basic and OLE-enabled applications such as Excel 5.0 for Windows to create new 
client/server applications.    QuickApp enables developers to access information in IBM mainframes and AS/400's, 
Unisys, DEC, HP and other host systems without being exposed to communications protocols and APIs.



Digital Design, Inc.
8400 Bay Meadows Way
Jacksonville, FL    32256
USA

Digital Scanning & Copying Applications
Retail Price: $99.00
Contact: William Meadow
Phone: 904-737-0908 Fax: 904-737-1162

Our device provides an embedded copier & scanner which can be controlled using OLE automation. 

Digital Design, Inc. has developed digital scanning and copying applications which are compatible with OLE 2.0    
These applications can be controlled using OLE automation and transfer data using OLE streams.



Digital Equipment Corp.
110 Spitbrook Road
Nashua, NH    03067
USA

Object Broker
Retail Price: $125.00 - $500.00
Contact: Al Cooley
Phone: 800-DIGITAL Fax: 603-881-0120

Distributed multiplatform solutions can be developed using the OLE interface in Object Broker to access and 
interact with remote applications. 

Object Broker is a layered software product that reduces the cost of developing client/server solutions by providing 
the ability to locate, invoke and interoperate with remote applications across different operating systems.    
Developers are shielded from the details of lower level and platform specific APIs, just as clients and servers are 
isolated from network or code changes.    Interfaces to common desktop tools like x.deskstop; Visual Basic, DDE 
and OLE further reduce development time.    OLE developers can extend the capabilities of OLE across a distributed
multi-platform environment (Windows, NT, Mac, VMS and common UNIX variants).    Complies with the CORBA 
standard.



DigiVox Corp.
991 Commercial Street
Palo Alto, CA    94303
USA

Studio Vision
Retail Price: $149.00
Contact: Greg Kelly
Phone: 415-494-6200 Fax: 415-494-2351

Multimedia audio and video recording and editing    application. 

Sound Vision allows you to record audio and video elements to create .AVI or .DVI files.    Record, edit and mix up 
to 16 tracks of .WAV files.    Mix WAV and MIDI files into composite FRFF files.    Use OLE 2.0 capabilities to 
easily organize and control presentations and slide shows, etc.



Dynaware USA, Inc.
950 Tower Lane, Suite 1150
Foster City, CA    94404
USA

Ballade for Windows
Retail Price: $99.95
Contact: Chris Green
Phone: 415-349-5700 Fax: 415-349-5879

MIDI sequencer/notation program along with digital/recording and wave form editing capability. 

Ballade for Windows includes:MIXER Window - a user friendly interface that simulates an audio mixer.SCORE 
Window - notation editing by note patterns.PIANO ROLL Window - for easy manipulation.WAVE FORM Window 
- to play back .WAV files along with MIDI music (drag & drop).PAGE VIEW Window - to print out complete 
scores.Drag & Drop support - from multimedia servers to play back sound files in time lines.



Dynaware USA, Inc.
950 Tower Lane, Suite 1150
Foster City, CA    94404
USA

OLE 2.0 Multi Media Server
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Chris Green
Phone: 415-349-5700 Fax: 415-349-5879

Collects Multi Media Objects (sound, midi, animation, video) and organizes them to be able to drag-and-drop to 
container applications.

Drag & Drop from file manger to create OLE objects.Show visual icons for multimedia objects.Play and edit sound, 
midi, animation, and video objects.Supports in-place activation and editing.Select different button and icon images 
from containers.Requires sound card and/or midi sound module for full effect.



Easel Corp.
25 Corporate Dr.
Burlington, MA    01803
USA

EASEL Workbench for Windows NT
Retail Price: $5,995.00
Contact: John Dove
Phone: 617-221-3066 Fax: 617-221-3099

Robust Development Tools for all Client/Server Models.

EASEL Workbench for Windows NT is a 32-bit, integrated development environment for creating client/server 
applications. EASEL Workbench includes powerful visual programming tools that allow developers to fully exploit 
the EASEL high-level, event-driven language. EASEL Workbench's support for all client/server models f processing
includes ODBC and Windows SNA Services .



Easel Corp.
25 Corporate Dr.
Burlington, MA    01803
USA

ENFIN/3
Retail Price: $5995.00
Contact: Telemarketin Telemarketing
Phone: 617-221-3036 Fax: 617-221-6899

Pure Object Oriented Client/Server Development.

ENFIN/3 is a 32-bit, pure object oriented client/server application development tool for the Windows NT operating 
system.    ENFIN/3 includes an extensive suite of visual client/server tools combined with robust database support.    
Visual development is extended to all phases of application creation,    including the design of user interfaces, 
business graphics, databases, SQL queries, reports and financial and mathematical models.    Support ort for DDE, 
DLLs, and OLE, is included.



ESG Inc.
7901 Sandy Spring Road Suite #104
Laurel, MD    20707
USA

PACEX
Retail Price: $999.00
Contact: Carol Dunaway
Phone: (301)206-2436 Fax: (301) 206-9140

Automated procurement life-cycle documant monogement system.

PACEXis a cradle-to-grave automated system for developing and managing documents related to Federal 
Government Acquisitions.    PACEX is a work group solution that utilizes a Microsoft Windows user interface and 
incorporates third part software by the OLE standard.    PACEX is based on the client-server model of processing 
and utilizes SQL-Server or Oracle for its back-end details.



Falco Data Products, Inc.
440 Potvero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA    94086
USA

Pipeline 2
Retail Price: $299.00
Contact: Inside sales
Phone: 408-745-7123 Fax: 408-745-7860

A terminal emulation package for Windows.

A full feature terminal emulation program with over 25 terminal emulations, including DEC VT 420, WYSE 60, 
Falco Injinuity and TEK 4014 and supports network interfaces such as TCP/IP    windows sockets, DEC LAT, DEC 
PATHWORKS, NASI.



FANUC ROBOTICS
2000 South Adams Road
Auburn Hills, MI    48326
USA

PDT ( Process Development Tool
Retail Price: $11,000.00
Contact: Sales Contact
Phone: (810) 377-7245 Fax: (810)377-7449

3D graphics off-line programming and simulation tool for Robots.

PDT is a Windows-based 3D graphics off-line programming & simulations tool for Robots.    Robot programs and 
user defined parameters can be easily edited/created in this user friendly CAD/CAM system.



Feith Systems and Software, Inc.
425 Maryland Dr.
Fort Washington, PA    19034
USA

Feith Document Database
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Len Herman
Phone: 215-646-8000 Fax: 215-540-5495

Feith Document Database (FDD) is a full featured Image Storage and Retrieval System.

Feith Document Database (FDD) is a full featured Document Image Storage and Retrieval System designed to 
operate in a UNIX/PC client-server network environment using Windows 3.1.    Fully scaleable and migratable, FDD
can grow from a single standalone system to a departmental/enterprise wide network multi-user configuration with 
complete investment protection for all components.    FDD's system design features multimedia annotation, 
Workflow II, OCR, Text Retrieval, COLD, bi-directional FAX, mail integration, security, and full OLE support.



Finally Incorporated
4701 Kelly Cove
Glen Allen, VA    23060
USA

CaseWarder
Retail Price: call
Contact: Ellen Orber
Phone: (804) 222-6623 Fax: (804) 747-9661

CaseWarder is a computer system designed to assist people who provide case management services; composed of 
various modules designed for legal case management

CaseWarder is a computer system designed to assist people who provide case management services; composed of 
various modules designed for legal case management.    Includes other modules such as IntelliPlans and IntelliDocs.  
IntelliPlans is a computer system designed to monitor critical events and to initiate automated plans of response and 
personnel notification.    IntelliDocs is a computer system designed to monitor critical events and to initiate 
automated generation of correspondence and documentation.    



Franklin Quest Co.
2550 S. Decker Lake Blvd.
Salt Lake City, UT    84119
USA

Ascend v6.0
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Todd Simons
Phone: 801-975-9992 Fax: 801-975-9995

Ascend.

Ascend is a full featured personal information manager and contact manager that helps you plan and prioritize your 
daily tasks, appointments, contacts, phone & address entries, calls, daily notes, values and goals, etc.



Future Labs, Inc.
19925 Stevens Creek Blvd
Cupertino, CA    95014
USA

TALKShow 2.0
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Kathleen Ping
Phone: 408-973-7228 Fax: 408-736-8030

TALKShow(TM), a desktop document conferencing software solution, allows Windows users to communicate ideas 
using its interactive PC white board.

TALKShow(TM) by Future Labs, Inc. is a cost-effective and productive way to communicate.    Multiple users 
install designs, spreadsheets and images from any Windows or DOS application.    TALKShow supports Microsoft's 
OLE 2.0.    TALKShow retails for $199.    Communication links:    standard telephone lines, Hayes compatible 
modems, networks (TCP/IP and NetBIOS) or ISDN links.



Gilbert & Associates, Inc.
1205 Second Avenue, suite 200
Seattle, WA    98101
USA

VIEWz
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Ted Stowe
Phone: 206-287-3110 Fax: 206-287-3146

VIEWz(TM) is a Desktop Automation Product that permits the integration of Major Desktop Applications into a 
seamless workgroup environment. 

VIEWz(TM) is a Windows and Windows NT desktop management product that provides several important features: 
it adds a client-side document management capability for Microsoft applications such as Excel, Word, Powerpoint 
and Project.    On the server-end, document security, automatic archiving, document indexing, version control and 
administrative tools are provided.    VIEWz is MAPI and OLE Automation enabled both as a client and a server and 
extensive work has been done to integrate other third party applications such as E-mail, Faxing and Phonebook 
support.    Additionally, there is an API and Visual Basic Toolkit provided to allow the customization of VIEWz for 
any particular need.



Gold Software Engineering Co.
3145 Ringridge Way
Kaysville, UT    84037
USA

Interactive Story Book
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Jake Ramirez, Jr.
Phone: 818-790-1025 Fax: 818-790-9055

Stories developed for the PC giving users full interaction and dynamic change capability with characters, scripts 
and scenes.

At last students, teachers, and writers are no longer passive to what is read or shown on the PC screen.    This state of
the art technology gives writers the capability to change story lines and scenes.    It will serve as an educational tool 
for teachers in literary illustration, language development, and creative writing.    It gives students the chance to 
develop their creative talent.    With full voicing and color animation, it is not only challenging but also entertaining.



GST Software
3336 Hemlock Drive
Falls Church, VA    22042
USA

GST DesignWorks
Retail Price: $200.00
Contact: Patrick Devlin
Phone: 703-560-2354 Fax: 703-560-2672

Powerful graphics and illustration program for Windows that's quick and easy to use. 

Create a logo for a newsletter, or a striking illustration for your sales presentation/reports.    Impress your friends 
with an interesting party invitation, or design your own stationery with color separations and spot colors.    It's like 
having a design studio at your fingertips:    *** 50 levels of undo and redo -- 200 layers.      *** Multi Document 
Interface drag-and-drop between documents and other OLE 2.0 applications such as GST's powerful DTP program 
PressWorks.    *** Auto-trace bitmaps and blend any two objects for stunning effects.    *** Mix any colors (16 
million combinations) or select from over 700 PANTONE (R) industry standard.    *** Draw any perfect shape 
rectangles, rounded boxes, circles, ellipses, arcs, pies, stars, and regular polygons.



GST Software
3336 Hemlock Drive
Falls Church, VA    22042
USA

GST PressWorks
Retail Price: $200.00
Contact: Patrick Devlin
Phone: 703-560-2354 Fax: 703-560-2672

PressWorks is superb value Desktop Publishing with powerful layout, word processing, color and typography 
features.

PressWorks allows you to easily produce great looking documents like reports, newsletters, flyers, catalogues, 
memos - almost anything where presentation is important.    Written by GST, the original software authors of 
Timeworks Publish-It!*** Type text in direct or import it from a Word Processor.    *** Import from a drawing 
program or scanner in 24-bit color.    *** Use OLE 2.0 to link with DesignWorks, GST's drawing and illustration 
program.    *** Add color to text, pictures, backgrounds, borders.    *** Spell checker and Thesaurus.    *** 
PowerText - text on a circle, spiral, arch.    Mirror text, slant it, fill it with a pattern.



Gupta Corp.
1060 Marsh Road
 
Menlo Park, CA    94025
USA

SQLWindows Application Development System
Retail Price: $1,995.00 - $3,495.00
Contact: Telesales Dept.
Phone: 800-876-3267 Fax: 415-617-4787

SQLWindows lets teams of programmers collaborate to develop applications for all SQL databases.

SQLWindows is an award-winning graphical 4GL that allows teams of    programmers to collaborate in developing 
object-oriented client-server database applications that access a variety of back-end database servers including 
Gupta SQLBase Server, Microsoft SQL Server, Informix, DB2 and    DB2/2, Oracle, AS/400, HP ALLBASE/SQL, 
NetWare SQL, and Ingres.    SQLWindows also includes its own single-user SQL database to enable you    to develop
and test your applications on a stand-alone workstation, laptop, or pentop.    With its unique TeamWindows 
collaborative-programming environment and application repository, SQLWindows programmers can share and reuse
code, specialize in programming tasks, and collaborate to complete applications more quickly and reliably than 
possible before.    And    project managers can coordinate work, monitor progress, and spot trouble before it happens. 
What's more, SQLWindows supports full object orientation, comprehensive report writing, and complete Windows 
NT citizenship.    SQLWindows consists of a set of integrated, object-oriented tools and services for developing, 
debugging, and deploying client-server    applications.    The tools and services include:      - Application Designer 
Visual Programming Environment      - Application Outliner      - SQLWindows Application Language      - Class 
Libraries      - ReportWindows Industrial-Strength Report Writer      - Debugger and Compiler      - TeamWindows 
Collaborative Programming Tools      - TeamWindows Repository      - Operating System and Network Services 
Library      - Single-User, Multi-Tasking Full-Function SQL Database Engine



Helix Systems, Inc.
3600 West Bayshore Road, suite 100
Palo Alto, CA    94303
USA

ResearchStation
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Steve Sonders
Phone: 415-812-1079 Fax: 415-493-3600

ResearchStation is an integrated information management environment built for research scientists working in 
chemical, pharmaceutical, and biotechnology laboratories.

ResearchStation handles many different types of information including reports, numerical data and spreadsheets, 
pictures, charts and plots, electronic mail, faxes, audio and video.    Instead of storing these items as files, 
ResearchStation stores them as objects in an underlying, networked, object-oriented database.    ResearchStation also
provides:    sophisticated search and navigation tools, associations to record the context of information, multi-user 
access, collaboration tools, access permissions by object, an API, and a rule-based intelligent assistant capability.



I-Kinetics, Inc.
19 Bishop Allen Drive
 
Cambridge, MA    02139
 

I-Bridge For Excel
Retail Price: $295.00
Contact: Abraham Hirsch
Phone: 800-457-4555 Fax: 617-661-8625

I-Bridge EXCEL to UNIX relational database middleware.

I-Bridge turns Excel into the ultimate client for    Oracle and Sybase servers.    Excel users have control over the    
display formatting while the database administrator can maintain    control over the database.      I-Bridge permits 
background operation, so that users can continue    to work while data is gathered in the background.    There is no    
64K limit on the amount of data that can be returned to Excel.      Multiple simultaneous requests can be made to 
different databases    allowing parallelism and improving performance.    I-Bridge    automatically converts data into 
Excel's table format    significantly enhancing performance.    Report production can be    automated for periodic 
reports.      I-Bridge is perfect wherever people need to use data from    database reports in spreadsheets.    Or when 
dynamic needs require    frequent new database applications, especially data entry and    report writing.    It eliminates
re-entry of the data.    Users can    make full use of Excel to analyze the data, graph the data, and    special features 
such as outlining to summarize it.    For data    entry, users can utilize the automatic form capability of Excel    or the 
Dialog Editor.



ICOT Corp.
P.O. Box 648
Meadow Vista, CA    95722
USA

OmniPath for Windows
Retail Price: $495
Contact: Bill Gaskill
Phone: 408-433-3300 Fax: 408-433-0260

OmniPath for Windows open 3270 connectivity

OmniPath for Windows is a full-featured IBM 3270 terminal emulator with a wide variety of single-user and LAN 
(gateway) PC-to-Host connectivity options.    Single-user options include host/controller connections using CUT, 
DFT, SDLC, and 802.2 LLC protocols.    For LAN connections, ICOT SNA gateways (using IPS/SPX or NetBIOS), 
Novell SAA Servers (IPX/SPX or TCP/IP), Novell SNA Gateways (IPS/SPX), and TN3270 servers using TCP/IP.    
OmniPath supports up to 26 simultaneous sessions and True-Type fonts.



IdentiTech, Inc.
100 Rialto Place, Suite 800
Melbourne, FL    32901
USA

FYI
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Mark Russell
Phone: 407-951-9503 Fax: 407-951-9505

FYI is a powerful imaging tool that gives you immediate access to any file, in any format, anywhere in your 
computing environment. 

FYI is an open architecture, multimedia imaging/information management software package with integrated 
workflow that provides immediate access to any file, in any format, anywhere across a computer network.    FYI's 
workflow interface uses 4GL development tools, FYI's integration capabilities and off-the-shelf electronic mail so a 
complete workflow package can be built and customized within a few weeks.    FYI allows users to mange, store, 
retrieve, manipulate, and route any type of digital information in a user-friendly Windows environment.    Because 
FYI is an open system, it supports a variety of peripherals for imaging-related scanning, storage, retrieval and 
output.



ImageFast Software Systems, Inc.
7926 Jones Branch Drive, suite 260
McLean, VA    22102
USA

ImageFast
Retail Price: $195.00 - $9,500.00
Contact: Angela Natale
Phone: 800-899-6665 Fax: 703-893-7499

ImageFast faxes, scans, stores, searches, retrieves, routes and prints an unlimited number of images quickly and 
easily.

ImageFast is a powerful, high-end, single and multi-user PC/LAN-based system that employs a modern client-server
architecture and a sophisticated transaction processing DBMS.    Unlimited user definable header forms with 
unlimited indexed fields allow fast queries on any combination of data elements.    Unlimited user-definable 
electronic file cabinets, drawers and folders permit users to organize all kinds of images and documents.



ImageWave Software, Inc.
4330 La Jolla Village Dr.
Suite 270
San Diego, CA    92122
USA

Image Wizard
Retail Price: $99.00
Contact: Jim Miller
Phone: 619-457-8600 Fax: 619-457-8290

Image Wizard(TM) is the world's first multiple object-oriented program for Windows. 

Image Wizard(TM) is the world's first multiple object-oriented program for Windows.    Using Image Wizard's 
unique object layering, users can combine multiple images or different parts of the same image as independent 
objects.    Winner of Imaging Magazine's Editor's Choice Award.



Impact Technologies
8604 Cliff Cameron Dr
Suite 190
Charlotte, NC    28269
USA

Classic Concepts
Retail Price: 249.00
Contact: Corporate Individual Sales
Phone: 800-438-6017 Fax: 704-549-5700

A toolkit for Life Insurance analysis and comparison.

A planning tool that presents both on-screen and printed analysis for comparison of products, investment 
comparisons, internal rate of return, term vs. permanent, policy values, vanishing mortgage, and pension 
maximization.



Impact Technologies
8604 Cliff Cameron Dr
Suite 190
Charlotte, NC    28269
USA

Estate Tax Analysis
Retail Price: 549.00
Contact: Corporate Individual Sales
Phone: 800-438-6017 Fax: 704-549-5700

Sophisticated Estate Tax Analysis software.

Designed for insurance prospects wanting detailed analysis.    Estate Tax Analysis includes complete numerical 
support along with powerful graphics and flowcharts.    Use it stand alone or embed in other applications.



Impact Technologies
8604 Cliff Cameron Dr
Suite 190
Charlotte, NC    28269
USA

Estate Tax Concepts
Retail Price: 249.00
Contact: Corporate Individual Sales
Phone: 800-438-6017 Fax: 704-549-5700

Illustrate Estate Tax problems and solutions quickly and effectively.

Alert your prospects to the need for estate planning, analyze their problem and present solutions.    Persuasive 
animated screen presentations as well as printed output may be used stand alone or embedded into other 
applications.



Impact Technologies
8604 Cliff Cameron Dr
Suite 190
Charlotte, NC    28269
USA

Maxcess
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Corporate Individual Sales
Phone: 800-438-6017 Fax: 704-549-5700

Product illustration software for Life Insurance Polices.

Custom policy illustration software for DOS, Windows and pen-based computers.    Fast calculations and advanced 
solve capabilities for whole Life, universal Life, Term and Annuity products.    OLE Automation allows users to 
create unlimited varieties of policy presentations.



InfoPower Corp.
25108 Marguerite Parkway
Suite 505
Mission Viejo, CA    92692
USA

InfoLink(TM)
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Pawan Gupta
Phone: 714-770-4062 Fax: 714-581-0309

InfoLink(TM) provides an integrated solution for sales, customer support, and marketing automation that leverages 
your investment in standard Windows applications.

InfoLink(TM) unleashes the power of information to provide you an edge in today's competitive environment.    It 
features lead generation, lead qualification, account management for in-house and outside sales, customer support 
(for both pre-sales and post-sales), and marketing activities' management.    Its scaleable and customizable open 
architecture enables you to automate small- to large-scale operations with virtually the same power, whether you are 
connected to the corporate network or you are using a stand-alone PC in the field.    InfoLink uses state-of-the-art 
technology including OLE 2.0.    It works in tandem with popular Windows applications and minimizes learning 
time with its superior user interface.



Information Resources, Inc.
200 Fifth Ave.
Waltham, MA    02154
USA

Express for Windows (client apps)
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Bill Baker
Phone: 617-890-1100 Fax: 617-890-4600

About a dozen products over all.



Informative Graphics Corporation
706 E. Bell Rd. Suite 207
Phoenix, AZ    85022
USA

Myriad for Windows
Retail Price: $595.00
Contact: Robert Edgell
Phone: 602-971-6061 Fax: 602-971-1714

MYRIAD for Windows views, overlays and redlines multiple documents.    Over 50 vector and raster image formats, 
including all popular CAD formats. 

MYRIAD for Windows views, overlays and redlines multiple documents in over 50 vector and raster image formats,
including all popular CAD formats.    Using Myriad, the user can zoom, pan and rotate highly detailed images.    
Once viewed, the files can be    printed and plotted with many different devices.    With OLE 2.0 support, MYRIAD 
acts as an object server, allowing other applications to view and redline many types of vector and raster image 
formats, MYRIAD supports object linking, object embedding, automation and drag and drop.



Instant Replay Corporation
285 West Tabernacle St. Suite 311
St. George, UT    84770
USA

Visual FX version 1.0
Retail Price: $199.00-$499.00
Contact: Alan Pehrson
Phone: (801)634-7648 Fax: (801)634-7640

Add pizzazz to your windows applications with Visual FX, with over 100 special effects with variations on each to 
choose from like explode, slide puzzle, grow, dazzle, palette fade, mosaic, etc.

Add pizzazz to your windows applications with Visual FX.    Replace your simple BitBlt calls with our BitBltFX 
function.    Over 100 special effects with variations on each to choose from like explode, slide, puzzle, grow, dazzle, 
palette fade,    mosaic itc.    Also, images can follow user definable paths once the image is displayed.    Very easy to 
use with Visual C++, Visual Basic, Borland Pascal or any language that supports DLLs.    Each effect can be 
adjusted to have unlimited grains and speeds to achieve the desired effect.



Interleaf, Inc.
9 Hillside Ave.
Prospect Place
Waltham, MA    02154
USA

Interleaf RDM
Retail Price: $40,000.00
Contact: Interleaf Direct
Phone: 800-955-LEAF Fax: 617-290-4943

RDM is an enterprise-wide object management solution which provides integrated services for library management,
workflow management, configuration management, and document assembly management. 

OBJECT LIBRARY:    RDM enables you to build an on-line library, comprised of an extensive library card catalog 
maintained in an Oracle database, coupled with secure directories for object storage.    Authorized users can search, 
browse, and access objects through simple check-in/check-out requests.    WORKFLOW:    RDM facilitates 
workflow by letting you define release cycles according to the needs of your organization.    Objects are 
automatically routed through specified production steps and distribution channels.    CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT:    RDM lets you create relationships between objects stored in the RDM library.    This enables 
you to manage and control product or project information, or to define the set of objects that make up a larger unit of
documentation.    RDM objects can be stored once, but used in many relationships with other entities managed by 
RDM.



Interlinear Technology, Inc.
1320 Harbor Bay Pkwy, suite 120
Alameda, CA    94502
USA

Personal MEDIS
Retail Price: $95.00
Contact: Chris Barker
Phone: 510-748-6850 Fax: 510-748-6851

Utility to create full-text indexing and manage archiving on floppy disk and other media. 

Personal MEDIS is a utility to find and manage electronic documents.    A document is \"imported\" by MEDIS, 
which creates a full-text index and optional user indices for retrieval.    Documents are archived, (by default on 
floppy disk) and MEDIS manages the available hard disk space, deleting old documents.



Interlinear Technology, Inc.
1320 Harbor Bay Pkwy, suite 120
Alameda, CA    94502
USA

TrifVU
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Chris Barker
Phone: 510-748-6850 Fax: 510-748-6851

View and print raster files in MIL-STD 28002B format. 

TrifVU will view and print \"tiled raster\" images.    Other common raster formats may be viewed also.    Because a 
tiled format is used, images up to 32,767 pixels in each dimension may be viewed with excellent performance, even 
on 4MB machines.    The ability to view MIL-STD 28002B (CALS type 2) images is important to government and 
military contractors.



Intersolv Q+E
5540 Centerview Drive, Suite 324
Raleigh, NC    27606
USA

Q+E Version 6
Retail Price: 499.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-876-3101 Fax: 919-859-9337

Access, warehousing, Administration, Tools:    The Complete End User Database Access System.

Q+E Version 6 is the end user database access system that understands how your organization works with corporate 
data.    This client/server application provides the four elements essential to meeting the challenges of data access: 1)
Access via ODBC to more than forty database systems right out of the box, 2) WAREHOUSING functionality that 
makes end user querying simple and more efficient 3) ADMINISTRATION features that allow IS managers to 
control which users have which data access privileges, and 4) TOOLS that turn data into information, including a 
professional report writer, chart builder, form builder, drill down support and customizable iconbars.



InterTech Imaging Corp.
115 Perimeter Center Place
Suite 299
Atlanta, GA    30346
USA

DocuPACT 1.5
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Eli Gruber
Phone: 404-671-1125 Fax: 404-671-1460

DocuPACT 1.5 is multi-format document management software.

DocuPACT integrates and organizes information in virtually any form from document imaging, handwriting, voice 
and video to word processing, spreadsheets and accounting with unlimited filing and retrieval possibilities.    
DocuPACT is scaleable from a single user to a full client/server network architecture.    It is completely customizable
with user defined icons and database hierarchies.    Create \"hot links\" between previously unrelated documents.    
OCR, fax and full text search are optional.



Intuitive Technology Corporation
293 Boston Post Road West
Suite 330
Marlboro, MA    01752
USA

@AGlance/IT9tm) V2.1
Retail Price: Client - $495, Server - $2995 (USD)
Contact: Charlie Trageser
Phone: 508-481-3992 Fax: 508-481-1802

@AGlance/IT brings process data out of manufacturing to a desktop near you

@AGlance/IT uses client-server technology to make the data in your manufacturing systems instantly available to 
your spreadsheet, process modeling software, SPC package, MMI program, and Visual Basic applications.    Your 
data is now even more accessible through OLE Automation!    @AGlance/IT servers on OpenVMS, OSF/1, and HP-
UX supply live and historical data from AIM Supervisor, PROVOX, D/3, S/3, VXL, CRISP32, PI, and many others. 
Using the @AGlance/IT System Developer's KIT (SDK), you can enable proprietary manufacturing systems for 
desktop access.    If your application isn't yet and OLE Automation client, @AGlance/IT offers add-ins for Lotus 1-
2-3 for Windows, Excel for Windows and Macintosh, and connectivity to all DDE client applications.    
@AGlance/IT can also bring real-time information to your desktop from lab information management and financial 
systems.



IRI Software
200 Fifth Avenue
Waltham, MA    02154
USA

Express/Eis 5.0
Retail Price: $1,875.00 +
Contact: Sales Order Desk
Phone: 617-890-1100 Fax: 617-890-4660

Application Development Environment for Building Analitical Applicatons.

Express/Eis 5.0 is an object oriented, visual development environment supporting multidimensional data analysis.    
It is ideally suited for Eis/DSS applications and other analytical applications.    Express/Eis 5.0 is designed to work 
with IRI software's Express multidimensional server.



Iris Associates
One Technology Park
Westford, MA    01886
USA

Lotus Notes
Retail Price: $495.00 for each server and client platform
Contact: Ray    Ozzie
Phone: 508-692-2800 Fax: 508-692-7753

Workgroup Application 

Lotus Notes is a collaborative workgroup application which enables groups of users to share information across a 
computer network, even if some of those users are geographically dispersed.    Notes helps to manage information 
from a variety of sources, and can store text, numbers, and pictures.    Notes lets users organize and share 
information with others, and automatically keeps data up to date.



JetForm Corp.
800 South Street, suite 305
Waltham, MA    02154
USA

JetForm Filler
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Rob Lucier
Phone: 617-647-7700 Fax: 617-647-4121

JetForm Fill allows you to fill in forms created in JetForm Design and send them via Microsoft Mail or Lotus 
cc:Mail.

Jetform Filler(TM) allows users to send and receive complex forms and the data they contain seamlessly with 
cc:Mail, Microsoft Mail, or Windows for Workgroups.    Forms are designed using JefForm Design, allowing you to 
duplicate exactly you current pre-printed paper forms.    Fields on the form may be set up for intelligent data entry; 
dBase and Paradox lookups, complex data validation rules, common answer response files, context sensitive field 
specific help, check boxes, radio buttons, and calculated fields.    During the fill-in process, forms can be signed 
electronically.    A form may have multiple signature fields and each signature field can lock specific fields on the 
form.    For additional security, the entire data file may be encrypted.    Once the form is filled out the user can easily 
create a circulation list to route the form and save the list for future use.    The routing can contain rules based 
information so that the routing can change based on events or values in the form.    Throughout the route, the user 
can track his/her messages so the location of the form is always known.    Anyone on the route can return the form to
the sender with accompanying comments or questions.    JetForm Filler works in the Windows, DOS, and MAC 
environments and supports OLE 2.0 allowing users to embed images and other objects within their forms.



Keyfile Corp.
22 Cotton Road
Nashua, NH    03063
USA

Keyfile
Retail Price: Starting at $595.00
Contact: Melinda Meyer
Phone: 603-883-3800 Fax: 603-889-9259

Keyfile is a groupware application for imaging, document management and workflow which allows groups to easily 
file, retrieve, share, distribute and automate every office document over a wide variety of LANs. 

Keyfile, the industry leader with over one-third of the desktop imaging market, provides a complete environment for
PC-based integrated document management of both text and image files, including ad hoc distribution, markup and 
retrieval, commenting, security, workflow and document- and image-enablement.    Through extensive integration 
tools such as DDE, OLE and the Keyfile Developers Kit, Keyfile can provide robust document-enablement 
capabilities to existing legacy and line-of-business applications, databases and e-mail systems.    The Keyfile family, 
including Doceo, Keyfile's newest product, spans single user systems to multi-server environments, and supports 
Novell Netware, Banyan Vines, DEC Pathworks, TCP/P-based networks and more.



KIDASA Software, Inc.
1114 Lost Creek Blvd., suite 300
Austin, TX    78746
USA

Milestones, Etc.
Retail Price: $189.00
Contact: S. Butler
Phone: 512-328-0167 Fax: 512-328-0247

Milestones, Etc. is a fast, easy way to put together Gantt charts and other project schedules. 

Milestones, Etc. is an easy to use project scheduling tool.    Information is added to the schedule through an intuitive 
click-and-drag interface and does not require extensive project management knowledge on the part of the end-user.   
Easily customizable schedule format and symbology enable end-users to put together schedules in their 
organization's format in minutes.    For added detail, notes and clip-art can be added anywhere on the schedule.



Knowledge Garden, Inc.
Stony Brook Technology Center
12-8 Technology Drive
Setauket, NY    11733
USA

KPwin ++
Retail Price: 895.00
Contact: John Scade
Phone: 516-246-5400 Fax: 516-246-5452

C++ Code Generator for hypertext and Expert Systems.

KPwin++ is a high-level oop language which supports visual development, hypertext, multimedia and export 
systems copulations.    Add in toolkits for SQL client/server and data compression are available in-line C++ 
capability.    Generates C++ code for your entire application.    Use OLE to embed intelligence, multimedia and 
hypertext into your application.



Laboratory Technologies Corp. (LABTECH)
400 Research Drive
Wilmington , MA    01887
USA

Realtime VISION
Retail Price: $395.00
Contact: Sharon Aucoin
Phone: 508-657-5400 Fax: 508-658-9972

Realtime VISION displays animated graphics and trend charts of dynamically changing data using DDE and OLE 
2.0 links.

Real-time database visualization.    Real-time VISION is the only Windows software for real-time visualization of 
databases.    Real-time VISION provides graphical display objects such as trend charts, bar charts, gauges, and 
meters.    These display objects show how data in your database is changing as the changes occur.    VISION can 
monitor any xBase file and any ODBC-compliant database.    VISION features include:    Change data displays on-
the-fly.Optional display lock for security.Zoom-in ability for detailed drawings/views.Trend charts automatically 
scroll.On-line help.Print screen for a database report at any time.Animate drawings based on changes in database 
data.Create custom display object.



Lenel Systems International, Inc.
290 Woodcliff Office Park
Fairport, NY    14450-4212
USA

Media Developer 2.0
Retail Price: 695.00
Contact: Bill Muscato
Phone: 716-248-9720 Fax: 716-248-9185

MediaDeveloper proviedesall the multimedia tools to build powerful multimedia applications in VisualBasic, C++, 
Accedd, Cand other development environments.

Provides a simple and intelligent way to create powerful multimedia applications with a comprehensive multimedia 
development library of reusable objects and device control.    Open architecture development tools provide multiple 
application interfaces, enabling a developer to work in the development environment of their choice- Visual Basic, 
C/C++, Access, Paradox and DLL supporting environment.    Full control over video, animation, audio and graphic 
integration into your Windows application is provided.    Powerful tools include video, animation and graphic 
thumbnailing, C++ library, database links, Hot Spots, audio CD player, GUI controls, video/animation segmentation,
and image and video capture tools, extended MCI support.    Optional laser disc, video tape device control available. 
Royalty free runtime.    30 day MBG.



Lenel Systems International, Inc.
290 Woodcliff Office Park
Fairport, NY    14450-4212
USA

MediaDeveloper Multimedia Application Development Engine 1.0
Retail Price: $395.00
Contact: Bill Muscato
Phone: 716-248-9720 Fax: 716-248-9185

With MediaDeveloper, programmers can integrate analog or digital video, audio, graphics, animation, and scanned 
images into customers' Windows applications using their favorite development environments.

A Media Control Interface (MCI) engine controls consumer and commercial peripheral devices.    Use multimedia 
objects from CD-ROMs, videotapes, laserdiscs, hard disk drives and other storage media.    MediaDeveloper's 
multimedia cataloging database server organizes and manages audio, animation, graphic, video and document 
objects.    Powerful search functions instantly locate the exact segment or data you need.    MediaDeveloper's 
cataloging database allows developers to change, share and re-use the multimedia objects in their applications 
without reprogramming.



Lenel Systems International, Inc.
290 Woodcliff Office Park
Fairport, NY    14450-4212
USA

Mpc Organizer Multimedia Database Software
Retail Price: $149.00
Contact: Bill Muscato
Phone: 716-248-9720 Fax: 716-248-9185

Mpc Organizer allows you to organize, search, retrieve, thumbnail and display animation, digital video, audio, 
graphics, images and text files. 

Mpc Organizer quickly locates and displays desired image, animation, digital video, audio and text files.    
MpcOrganizer provides a thumbnail gallery of multimedia data for quick viewing of image, animation and video 
clip data.    Drag-and-drop object cataloging, free text description and comparative, Boolean and thesaurus search 
capabilities are included as well as full media and device control for multimedia peripherals.    You can embed any 
multimedia element in OLE-compatible application with drag-and-drop.    Create reports on location and content of 
multimedia databases.    You can share multimedia databases over networks and use with Windows for Workgroups.  
Supported media formats include AVI, DVI, AVS, FLC, FLI, MMM, AWM, MIDI, Waveform, TIG, GIF, MTX, 
CGM and over 25 more!



Lenel Systems International, Inc.
290 Woodcliff Office Park
Fairport, NY    14450-4212
USA

MultiMedia Organizer Multimedia Object Management Software
Retail Price: $295.00
Contact: Bill Muscato
Phone: 716-248-9720 Fax: 716-248-9185

MediaOrganizer allows you to organize, search, retrieve, thumbnail and display animation, anolog and digital 
video, audio, graphics and text files. 

MediaOrganizer allows you to organize, search, retrieve and display multimedia data in analog or digital format.    
MediaOrganizer provides a thumbnail gallery of multimedia data for quick viewing of image, animation and video 
clip data.    User-controlled JPEG compression assists in managing large image databases.    You can embed any 
multimedia element in an OLE-compatible application with drag-and-drop capability.    MediaOrganizer allows you 
to create object databases with comparative, Boolean and thesaurus search capabilities.    MediaOrganizer includes 
full media and device control for multimedia peripherals including analog devices and support of major animation, 
audio, video, graphics and documents file and media formats.    MediaOrganizer generates location and description 
reports.    Multiple users can share multimedia databases on networks and use with Windows for Workgroups.



Lenel Systems International, Inc.
290 Woodcliff Office Park
Fairport, NY    14450-4212
USA

MultiMedia Works Developers Toolkit
Retail Price: $499.00
Contact: Bill Muscato
Phone: 716-248-9720 Fax: 716-248-9185

MultiMedia Works Developers Toolkit provides DLL calls to integrate video, sound, animation, graphics and images
into new and existing applications. 

MultiMedia Works Developers Toolkit simplifies creation of applications that integrate video, sound, animation, 
graphics and images by providing Dynamic Link Library (DLL) function calls.    With the toolkit, multimedia is 
added to applications created with popular development environments like Visual Basic, Object Vision, Realizer, C+
+ and C.    The Toolkit enables any OLE-compatible application to play digital multimedia files in over 40 formats, 
size and place multimedia Windows and drag-and-drop objects from one application to another.    An optional drivers
kit expands video device capabilities to control consumer camcorders, VCRs and laserdisc players.



Lenel Systems International, Inc.
290 Woodcliff Office Park
Fairport, NY    14450-4212
USA

MultiMedia Works Universal Multimedia Applications Player
Retail Price: $99.00
Contact: Bill Muscato
Phone: 716-248-9720 Fax: 716-248-9185

MultiMedia Works plays over 40 files formats of animation, audio, graphics, video and text and creates multitasked 
shows and OLE server. 

MultiMedia Works is an integrated    multimedia player, show builder and universal server in one easy-to-use 
package.    Indispensable for both novice PC users and experienced developers alike.    Plays both analog and digital 
video and audio as well as animation, graphic and document data with simple drag & drop or double-click methods.  
Easily create multimedia shows with audio synchronized to video, animation or graphics.    You can compose shows 
with simultaneous events and control \"object\" size, placement, start and end times.    Embed multimedia data or 
shows into other Windows applications using support for OLE, DDE and API calls.    MultiMedia Works also 
provides you with the power of JPEG compression.    Network compatible with Windows for Workgroups.



Looking Glass Software, Inc.
11222 La Cienega Blvd., Suite 305
Inglewood, CA    90305
USA

Cheetah 3D
Retail Price: $349.95
Contact: Sam Covington
Phone: 310-348-8240 Fax: 310-348-9786

Model, Render, and Animate complex three-dimensional images with Cheetah 3D, a powerful multimedia tool from 
Looking Glass Software, Inc.

Cheetah 3D is a powerful multimedia tool for modeling, rendering and animating complex three-dimensional 
images.    Standard rendering features include up to ten parallel light sources with specular and ambient light 
controls, Phong, Gouraud and Flat shading, four viewing modes, 3D sweeps and extrusion modeling.    High-end 
features include multiple area and/or object rendering, bitmap textures, selective ray tracing, anti-aliasing, Quick 
Mode for fast proofing, and a file navigator.    Animation support includes a script to enable pathing for object 
animation.    Cheetah supports an object-oriented approach to building complex objects, produces True Color 24-bit 
images, and can produce front-page magazine-quality pictures up to 8000+ pixels wide.



Looking Glass Software, Inc.
11222 La Cienega Blvd., Suite 305
Inglewood, CA    90305
USA

Media Verse
Retail Price: $495.95
Contact: Chris Van Hanersveld
Phone: 619-591-9606 Fax: 619-591-9607

MediaVerse, the universal hypermedia authoring tool, enables user interface building, linking, auto-linking, media 
management and analysis, for creating hypermedia presentations.

MediaVerse supports a visual construction approach to create true object oriented interactive applications.    Design 
interfaces by creating layouts and defining    groups of objects that should appear simultaneously.    Drag and place 
objects to achieve the desired look and feel.        Layouts provide the ability to place objects in the foreground or 
background, color key bitmap objects so that they appear    to have a transparent background, and create buttons to 
link the user to other presentation elements.    MediaVerse provides seamless integration of the edit and presentation 
modes (just a keystroke to change), as well as one-keystroke access to toggle between Windowed and full screen 
view.



LPC, A Pitney Bowes Company
4343 Commerce Ct, suite 500
Lisle, IL    60532-3618
USA

AddressMaestro
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-MAILERS Fax: 708-505-5982

AddressMaestro is PC-based software that empowers users of Microsoft Windows applications to correct, verify and
standardize addresses and add ZIP and ZIP+4 codes with a click of the mouse button. 

AddressMaestro and AddressMaestro Toolkit allow users and developers of Microsoft Windows applications to 
correct, verify, and standardize addresses and add ZIP and ZIP+4 codes.    AddressMaestro easily allows users to 
verify and correct address components simply by dragging and dropping an address on the AddressMaestro icon.    
Addresses are matched against a file that contains every deliverable address in the United States.    AddressMaestro 
Toolkit allows developers to easily integrate its powerful address correction capabilities into Microsoft Windows 
applications.



Mark V Systems, Ltd.
16400 Ventura Blvd
Suite 303
Encino, CA    91436-2123
USA

ObjectMaker CASE Tool
Retail Price: 1,350.00
Contact: Mo Bjornestad
Phone: 818-995-7671 Fax: 818-995-4267

Rule-driven Repository-based CASE support for Object Oriented Analysis and Design Notations.

ObjectMaker is an advanced CASE technology supporting most popular object oriented methods such as:    
ADARTS, BOOCH, BUHR, CHEN, COAD, COLBERT, FIRESMITH, FUSION, HATLEY, MARTIN/ODELL, 
Objectory, RUMBAUGH, Shlaer/Mellor and Youndon.



Mark V Systems, Ltd.
16400 Ventura Blvd
Suite 303
Encino, CA    91436-2123
USA

ProcessMaker (r ) Modeling Tool
Retail Price: 1,350.00
Contact: Mo Bjornestad
Phone: 818-995-7671 Fax: 818-995-4267

ProcessMaker supports Enterprise, Work Home, and Process Modeling notiations.

ProcessMaker supports modeling process with a unified concept model ( schema ).    Notations supported include:    
ProNet, Process Breakdown Structure, Rummler-Brache, IDEF, ProSLSCE, Petric Nets, Rumbaugh, etc.



McLain Imaging
1009 Tulipan Drive
San Jose, CA    95129
USA

IMAGE Assist
Retail Price: $995.00
Contact: Lisa McLain
Phone: 408-252-6266 Fax: 408-252-6267

High speed imaging software for outputting bitmap graphics files to digital film recorders. 

IMAGE Assist (IA) is high speed Windows-based imaging software for outputting bitmap graphics files to digital 
film recorders.    IA outputs many popular bitmap formats (TGA, TIF, GIF...) to 35mm and larger format films on 
AGFA and MGI film recorders.    IA is efficient at imaging both large and small files and provides the imaging 
flexibility required by service bureaus and photographic labs.    Using OLE Automation and/or IA's built-in macro 
language, additional formats may be added and the software can be customized for the special requirement of 
various industries, such as medical, cinematic and scientific.



Merak Projects Inc.
2121 Sage Road Suite #240
Huston, TX    77056
USA

PEEP ( Petroleum Economic Evaluation Package
Retail Price: $6,500.00 - $10,00.00
Contact: Jeremy Walker
Phone: (713)850-1633 Fax: (713) 850-8340

Economic Evaluation Package for Oil & Gas opportunities.

PEEPperforms fully functional petroleum economic evaluations for the United States, Canada and the world at 
large.    Product features include:    spread sheet style interface, flexible modeling, report generator, business 
graphics, links to production decline analysis, decision free modeling and much, much more.



Metaphor, Inc.
1965 Charleston Rd
Mountain View, CA    94043
USA

Capsule(R) Version 1.0 for Windows
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Lynn Renshaw
Phone: 800-3460-3824 Fax: 415-961-0596

A visual application building tool which enables custom compound applications to be constructed utilizing standard 
Windows products.

Enables Windows users to quickly build custom compound applications by interconnecting and configuring 
Windows products.    Using the familiar Windows drag-and-drop interface, a user can select and connect Windows 
products    and build an easy-to-understand diagram which controls their execution and the transfer of information 
between them.    Capsule(R) for Windows fully exploits OLE 2.0 to enable the integration of disparate products from
multiple vendors, while also providing mechanisms to interface to pre-OLE 2.0 products.    With Capsule(R) for 
Windows, application developers can quickly construct custom compound applications which are easily understood 
and, with authorization, modifiable by others.



METZ Software, Inc.
16628 SE 8th Street
PO Box 6699
Bellevue, WA    98008-0699
USA

METZ Phones
Retail Price: $89.00
Contact: Richard Noffsinger
Phone: 206-641-4525 Fax: 206-644-6026

A powerful address and telephone manager for Windows desktops that uses OLE 2.0 to make addressing letters and 
mailing labels easy. 

A powerful address and telephone manager for Windows desktops.    Designed for use on a stand-alone system or on 
the network where you can share the data.    Using OLE 2.0, makes addressing and tracking letters easy.    Phones 
will automatically lock records when another user on the network is updating a contact.    Printing address labels, 
envelopes, and name tags is simple.    Store multiple addresses for each contact.    Each record can store (practically 
speaking) an unlimited number of phone numbers, or E-mail addresses.    Update sequential information about a 
contact in one note section, and use another note section for undefined data.



Micro Logic Corp.
P.O. Box 70
89 Leuning St.
Hackensack, NJ    07602
USA

InfoSelect for Windows
Retail Price: $149.95
Contact: Gary Prince
Phone: 201-342-6518 Fax: 201-342-0370

Info Select is the Personal Information manager for people with large amounts of Random Data and Notes.

InfoSelect for Windows is the Personal Information Manager package that excels at organizing random personal and
business information.    No more notes and scraps of paper cluttering your desk - and getting lost when you need 
them most.    With InfoSelect, all of that data is kept on your computer, where you can access it at lightning speed.    
There is no long learning curve, and no need to design special forms before you can put your data in.    Version 2.0 
will add support for OLE 2.0 and greatly enhanced Forms capability.



Microcom, Inc.
1 Executive Blvd.
Suite 4
Yonkers, NY    10701
USA

LANlord 2.0
Retail Price: $2,495; 100-user and 250-user licenses available.
Contact: Muki Murthy
Phone: 914-377-2704 Fax: 914-968-7100

LANlord is an integrated desktop management system that enables network managers to centrally monitor, control, 
and configure remote PC hardware and software in real-time.

LANlord is an integrated desktop management software system for real-time, centralized management of PCs on 
LANs.    It enables managers to pro-actively monitor network and PC activity and statistics, as well as manage PC 
resources across multiple local and remote locations.    It combines the multiple applications required to manage 
networked DOS and Windows clients, and provide user support, into a single interface.    Applications include:    
automatic inventory, remote management and control, network and PC monitoring, software metering, virus 
detection and repair, and reporting and data export.    LANlord will support IBM LAN Server, Microsoft LAN 
Manager, Novell NetWare and any network operating system providing a NetBIOS interface.    In addition, LANlord
will support IBM's LAN NetView platform.



Micrografx, Inc.
1303 Arapaho Road
 
Richardson, TX    75081
USA

ABC FlowCharter v3.0
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Gordon Sellers
Phone: 214-994-6450 Fax: 214-994-6475

ABC FlowCharter 3.0 for quick and easy flowcharts, data flow and network diagrams and business process re-
engineering and quality management charts.

Creating complex flowcharts is simple with the easy-to-use but effective tools that ABC FlowCharter 3.0 from 
Micrografx offers.    This program provides all the capabilities needed for creating business process re-engineering 
charts, developing quality management programs, designing PC and mainframe networks and documenting auditing 
procedures.    ABC FlowCharter lets you carry data with flowchart shapes.    For example, costs associated with 
business processes can be created in an application such as a spreadsheet.    The cost data is linked via OLE 2.0 to 
shapes in process flowcharts for complete management of business processes.



MicroHelp, Inc.
4359 Shallowford Industrial Parkway
Marietta, GA    30066
usa

OLE Tools
Retail Price: 99.00
Contact: Tom Lynch
Phone: 404-576-0899 Fax: 404-576-1099

OLE Tools, the ULTIMATE OLE custom control toolkit for Visual Programers.

New from MicroHelp, the premier Visual Tools vender!    OLE Tools is a collection of over 20 unique OLE custom 
controls that will work with any OLE 2.0 compatible environment.    AETools contains the following OLE custom 
controls:    Calendar, Clock, Alarm, Gauge, Combo box, 1st box, Command Button, Option button, four different 
input controls and much more!



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Inside OLE 2.0 by Kraig Brockschmidt
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Microsoft Press Sales
Phone: 1-800-MSPRESS Fax: 

If you're interested in fully exploring, understanding, and implementing OLE 2.0 and Windows Objects into your 
applications, there's no better source than Inside OLE 2.0 by Kraig Brockschmidt.

This book shows you, by example, how to build OLE 2.    0 applications from scratch as well as how to convert 
existing applications.    The author, a leading OLE expert, tells you how to take advantage of OLE 2.    0 to develop 
next-generation applications that will take Windows to a new level!    The book provides both a clear tutorial and a 
strong set of example programs on disk that you can incorporate into your own programs.    ISBN# 1-55615-618-9



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Microsoft Excel 5.0 for Windows
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-426-9400 Fax: 

Microsoft Excel is the world's leading spreadsheet program for both the Windows and Macintosh platforms.

Over 4 million customers have chosen Microsoft Excel as their primary analysis tool - in fields that include 
business, engineering, financial analysis, accounting, medical science, etc.    And now, Microsoft Excel version 5.0 
offers the most powerful development platform available in a spreadsheet program.    With Microsoft's new common 
macro language, Visual Basic For Applications, and the richest support for OLE 2.0, it's easy to create advanced 
applications in Excel that would take months in a traditional programming language.    Make the choice that 4 
million users have already made.    Choose Microsoft Excel.



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Microsoft Project 4.0 for Windows
Retail Price: $695.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-426-9400 Fax: 

Whether you plan projects every day, or just a few hours a week, Microsoft Project helps you plan, manage, and 
communicate with ease.

Project planning is rarely easy, but Microsoft Project for Windows offers breakthrough features that make it 
dramatically easier to plan, manage, and communicate any kind of project.    Regardless of your project planning 
experience, Microsoft Project helps you get started quickly.    Those familiar with Microsoft Office programs will 
find that they work alike, so once you're familiar with them, you're well on your way to knowing Microsoft Project.  
One look at Microsoft Project and you'll quickly see why it's the best-selling project management program in the 
world.



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Microsoft Publisher 2.0
Retail Price: $139.00 until 12/31/93, then $199.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-426-9400 Fax: 

Microsoft Publisher is the desktop publishing application that allows Windows users with little or no design 
experience to create professional quality output in a few easy steps. 

Microsoft Publisher is the desktop publishing application that allows Windows users with little or no design 
experience to create professional quality publications in a few easy steps.    The output that can be created spans a 
broad range including:    newsletters, flyers, brochures, banners, invitations and greeting cards, business forms, 
calendars and much more.    All can be created quickly and easily with the help of 17 new Page Wizard Design 
Assistants, and 35 professionally designed templates.    Publisher also includes over 125 clipart images and a clipart 
gallery to view and categorize them, in addition to fonts, WordArt for special text effects - and much more.



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Microsoft Visual Basic programming system for Windows
Retail Price: Standard Edition $199, Professional Edition $495
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-426-9400 Fax: 

This award-winning product now includes comprehensive data access and opens up the exciting 
new extensibility capabilities of OLE Automation.

Nothing helps you solve problems faster than the Microsoft Visual Basic programming system for Windows.    
Whether your challenges involve application automation, workgroup data flow, client-server development, or 
executive information systems, you'll find the versatile language, access to data and extensibility you need to build 
custom solutions quickly.    With OLE 2.0 Automation, applications programs such as word processors or 
spreadsheets can now expose their functionality as a collection of objects, so you can now use these pre-built 
components in building your own applications.    Data-aware controls such as text box, checkbox, and picture help 
you access data easily without writing any code, and the Microsoft Access 1.1 database engine is included as well. A
complete Report Writer allows you to embed pre-defined reports in your applications, and a Custom Setup Toolkit 
with Wizards makes application distribution a snap. Visual Basic includes a sophisticated development environment 
complete with editor, toolbar, and full-featured debugging tools.



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Microsoft Word 6.0 for Windows
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-426-9400 Fax: 

Microsoft Word is the most popular word processor for Microsoft Windows.

What most people want from a word processor is an easier way to do their day-to-day work.    Maybe that's why 
more people choose Microsoft Word than any other word processor for Microsoft Windows.    As a member of the 
Microsoft Office family of programs, Word features IntelliSense technology -- built-in intelligence that senses what 
you want to do and produces the desired result, making routine tasks automatic and complex jobs easier.    Word 
offers IntelliSense innovations such as AutoCorrect and AutoText, which automatically fix typos and expand your 
own abbreviations into full text for you.    Routine tasks also go fast with tools such as customizable tool-bars, a new
vertical ruler, and multilevel Undo.    Word simplifies complex tasks with new AutoFormat, so you preview and 
apply even advanced formats with a click.    You also get wizards that build entire page layouts for you, improved 
Mail Merge, powerful tools for creating forms, and even special tools that simplify switching from WordPerfect.    
Finally, all programs in the Microsoft Office family work alike and work together, so it's simple to do more with all 
your information.    Try Word and see for yourself.    And make every day easy.



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Microsoft Works for Windows v3.0
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-426-9400 Fax: 

Microsoft Works for Windows gives you the right tools for your business or personal needs -- word processing, 
financial analysis, database management, charting, and illustration -- the essential tools for easier everyday 
computing. 

Microsoft Works for Windows gives you the tools that make every job easier -- the right tools for all your business 
or personal needs:    *** The Word Processor lets you easily create letters, memos, and proposals that look smart and
professional.    *** The Spreadsheet makes financial planning, calculation, and analysis a cinch.    Create tables and 
choose from more than 60 styles of customizable charts to demonstrate your point graphically.    *** The Database is
an information-management system that helps you create, store, and manage all kinds of data; locate it quickly and 
easily and generate informative reports with the click of a mouse.    *** The Works Communication Tool makes it 
easy to use a modem to help you communicate with other computers.



Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA    98052-6399
USA

Visual C++ version 1.5
Retail Price: $599.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-426-9400 Fax: 

Microsoft Visual C++ development system offers a reusable high level class library with source code, a visual 
environment, integrated debugging, \"wizards\" and C and C++ compilers. 

Microsoft Visual C++ is the fastest, easiest way to create OLE 2.0 objects and containers in C++.    Using Microsoft 
Foundation Class Library 2.5 and \"wizard\" technology, an OLE 2.0 object and/or container that fully supports 
linking, embedding, visual editing, OLE automation and drag and drop can be created in minutes.    And of course 
the application source code .RC files are available for customization.    Visual C++ is a highly integrated visual 
development system providing an efficient development cycle and high performance executables.



Microtest Inc.
4747 North 22nd Street
Phoenix, AZ    85016
USA

Discport
Retail Price: please call
Contact: inside sales
Phone: 602-952-6569 Fax: 602-952-6530

Discport is a \" play and play \" CD-ROM networking solution.

Networking CD-ROMs is now easy, convenient and cost-effective with Discport from Microtest.    Just attach 
Discport and access your CD-ROMs.    Discport plugs directly into any network connection, giving NetWare users 
access to CD-ROMs right from their desktop, just like they access a hard drive on the fileserver.    Discport comes 
complete with Discview, a Windows-based software application that provides users with a simple-to-use interface.    
Up to seven CD-ROM drives can be attached to one Discport, and multiple Discports can be attached to the LAN.    
Discport Ethernet lists for $795.00 and Discport Token Ring lists for $995.00.



Minolta Corporation
100 Williams Drive
Ramsey, NJ    07821
USA

MicroDAX 3000 Version 2.0
Retail Price: 2,125.00
Contact: Wayne Crawley
Phone: 201-825-4000 Fax: 201-377-5752

MicroDAX 3000 is an electronic microfilm image processing system used to convert microfilm documents to 
electronic images for fax, printing and electronic mail disrtobution.

MicroDAX 3000 software runs one standard 468 PC equipped with Minolta's MS1000 microfilm scanner to convert 
microfilm documents to TIFF images for the electronic PC desktop.



Molecular Machines
800 Fifth ave. #267
Seattle, WA    98104
USA

InGenius
Retail Price: 995.95
Contact: Inside sales
Phone: 800-294-1024 Fax: 

Molecular Machines' InGenius brings genetics to the desktop.

Scientists,    physicians, genealogists, plant breeders and animal breeders build pedigrees, calculate relationships and 
determine genetics calculations.    Complex pedigrees are automatically arranged to reveal patterns of inheritance.    
Clicking on a pedigree icon selects individuals for detailed editing and sophisticated genetic calculations, including 
Beyesian risk analysis.    InGenius brings genetics to the desktop.InGenius operates stand-alone or as a database 
client.    Information can be shared via ODBC.    InGenius pedigrees can be embedded in reports, spreadsheets and 
other documents via OLE 2.0.



Morrison Knudsen Corp.
1500 West Third Street
Cleveland, OH    44113-1406
USA

Resolution Resolver
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Ken Johnson
Phone: 216-523-5039 Fax: 216-523-2081

Database object broker:    provides access to database object data and procedures from any OLE compliant 
application.

Resolver enables objects, which represent entities in a database, to be linked into OLE compliant applications 
allowing access to information and execution of procedures related to the objects.    For example, in a manufacturing
setting, a Resolver object representing a piece of equipment could be linked into a CAD file or Word Processing 
document.    This would allow a user to access maintenance records, documentation and drawings, operating data, 
etc., by selecting the object in the drawing or document.    See Resolution Viewer product write-up.



Morrison Knudsen Corp.
1500 West Third Street
Cleveland, OH    44113-1406
USA

Resolution Viewer
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Ken Johnson
Phone: 216-523-5039 Fax: 216-523-2081

Viewer for DWG and DXF file formats, which allows graphic elements to be linked to Resolution Resolver database 
objects. 

The Resolution Viewer enables CAD files in DWG and DXF format to be made intelligent by allowing \"Resolution
Resolver\" objects to be linked to graphic elements in the files.    The Resolution Resolver application can then be 
triggered from within the Viewer to provide access to information or to execute the procedures or other applications 
related to selected objects.    See Resolution Resolver write-up.    See Resolution Viewer product write-up.



Motion Works USA
524    Second street
San Francisco, CA    94107
USA

MediaShop
Retail Price: $695.00
Contact: Deirdre Chang
Phone: (415) 541-9333 Fax: (415) 541-0555

MediaShop provides an open ultimedia production, integration, and authoring environment for developers who want
to create interactive applications on windows.

The first in a new generation of multimedia production, integration, and authoring packages, Mediashop offers 
developers a complete set of tools as well as links to Visual Basic, the most popular Windows programming 
language, for advanced interactivity and media control.Motion Studio includes: Paint, designed especially for 
animations, provides 24-bit color, onion skinning, and anti-aliasing: Sound recording and editing: Motion Editor for 
cell and path-based animation: Point-and-click authoring to create simple interactivity and transitions to 
animations.Interactive Video and Picture Tools let developers create invisible \" hot spots \" that trigger specified 
events in still images and digitized video, such as Video for Windows.    Interactive Video lets developers specify the
location of hot spots frame by frame.SoundText Linking lets authors link sound to text to reinforce visual learning 
with interactive audio feedback.    Limited hypertext capabilities include turning words into interactive 
buttons.Multimedia Visual Basic ( VBX ) custom controls allow tight two-way linking between the authoring 
environment and MediaShop's production tools.



Object Design, Inc
1010 El Camino Real
Suite 300
Menlo Park, CA    94025

ObjectStore
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 415-327-5191 Fax: 415-325-7757

objectStore represents a revolutionary advance in data management that offers significant advantages when 
compared to other ODBMSs and to relation database management systems (RDBMSs).    This breakthrough is based
on a synthesis of technologies generated from experience with previous generations of ODBMSs.    



Object Productivity, Inc.
624 West University Dr.
Rochester, MI    48307
USA

SmartForlders
Retail Price: $149; $495 for 5 users; $795.00 for 10 users
Contact: Robert Thomson
Phone: 313-650-8716 Fax: 313-650-8960

Distributed object-oriented information manager supports information modeling and process automation using the 
fundamental concepts of Folders, Objects and Events. 

SmartFolders bring the benefits of object-orientation and distributed computing into the realms of personal 
information management and group collaboration.    Using the fundamental concepts of Folder, Objects and Events, 
SmartFolders provide an innovative way to compose, organize and distribute collections of Objects (data) and 
Events (behavior) on those objects.    Folders can be organized in tree hierarchies that organize information by topic 
or classify information by \"type\" using inheritance.    Objects can be placed on Electronic forms or optionally a 
Page.    Events can be designed to perform rote tasks, either in the local user context or the context of another 
users \"published\" folders.



Odyssey Computing, Inc.
5962 La Place Court Suite 215
Carlsbad, CA    92008
USA

On Schedule for Windows
Retail Price: 99.95
Contact: Idriss Bennis
Phone: 619-929-7828 Fax: 619-929-1012

On Schedule is a powerful PIM that organizes your data with OLE2.0 using a spreadsheet format.

On-Schedule for Windows is a powerful Information Management System behind a pleasingly simple interface.    It 
provides you with a flexible environment which allows you to customize and view the information the way you 
work.    Drag and drop and visual controls make using On-schedule for Windows a breeze.    If you need to manage 
your information from a centralized location, On-Schedule for Windows is the tool to keep you organized.    the 
software offers 7 modules to enhance your productivity;    Contact Manager, To-Do List Manager, Agenda, Alerts, 
Word Processor, File Management and Auto Dialer.    Use the WYSIWYG report generator to create custom reports.



Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG )
6701 Democracy Blvd., Suite 805
Bethesda, MD    20817
USA

ApplicationExtender
Retail Price: please call
Contact: John Meindl
Phone: (301) 897-1400 Fax: (301) 897-1415

ApplicationExtender is a advanced product that adds objects and images to any application.

ApplicationExtender--the next generation in object management software.    Object management includes the 
electronic storage, retrieval, and processing of data such as images, Computer Output to Laser disk ( COLD ), word 
processing files, spreadsheets, and sound and video recordings.    ApplicationExtender allows users to store, retrieve,
display, mail, print, and fax any combination of objects in a familiar, easy-to-use desktop 
environment.ApplicationExtender can be used to create new applications and image-enable existing applications.    
Whether installing a new system or enhancing an existing one, ApplicationExtender is the single most integrated 
solution capable of addressing all object management needs.



Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG )
6701 Democracy Blvd., Suite 805
Bethesda, MD    20817
USA

ColdExtender
Retail Price: please call
Contact: John Meindl
Phone: (301) 897-1400 Fax: (301) 897-1415

ColdExtender is COLD processing software that adds computer reports to any application.

ColdExtender allows computer output files to be electronically stored t magnetic, optical, or tape mass storage 
subsystems.    ColdExtender gives users the ability to electronically manipulate computer output data.    With 
ColdExtender, users can store, retrieve, display, mail, print, and fax any combination of objects in a familiar, easy-
to-use desktop environment.ColdExtender can be used to create new applications and image-enable existing on, 
ColdExtender is the single most integrated solution capable of addressing all object management needs.



Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG )
6701 Democracy Blvd., Suite 805
Bethesda, MD    20817
USA

DiskExtender
Retail Price: please call
Contact: John Meindl
Phone: (301) 897-1400 Fax: (301) 897-1415

DiskExtender is a flexible, efficient, and cost-effective mass storage solution.

DiskExtender is a flexible, efficient, and cost-effective mass storage solution.    With DiskExtender, terabytes of 
storage can be used for archive, backup, and data intensive applications, at a fraction of magnetic storage costs.    
DiskExtender runs under Windows NT, manages SCSI WORM, read/write optical, CD-ROM, DAT, and jukebox 
subsystems;    thus providing a standard interface to these storage devices.DiskExtender appears as a file server on 
your network.    Through this interface, workstations running Windows, Windows for workgroups, Windows NT, or 
OS/2 can access DiskExtender as a logical drive letter (e.g., f, h: )



Optical Technology Group, Inc. ( OTG )
6701 Democracy Blvd., Suite 805
Bethesda, MD    20817
USA

ImageWare Utilities
Retail Price: please call
Contact: John Meindl
Phone: (301) 897-1400 Fax: (301) 897-1415

ImageWare Utilities is a utility product to clean-up, process, and enhance images.

ImageWare Utilities is an advanced image utility product.    ImageWare Utilities can be used as an image viewer, 
image enhancer, and a utility for adding imaging functionality to any OLE 2 aware application.    ImageWare 
Utilities cleans up poor quality color and black and white images in preparation for display, fax, print, and ORC 
functions.    Black and white images can be refined by removing unwanted lines, speckles, and \" noise\" from messy
originals.    Inverse and shaded text can be converted to black on white; skewed pages can be aligned, and margins 
justified.    ImageWare Utilities also supports conversion of file and binary formats for additional product flexibility.



Outrider Systems
3701 Kirby Drive
Suite 1196
Houston, TX    77098
USA

VoiceControl
Retail Price: $295 (USD)
Contact: Jim Nech
Phone: 713-521-0486 Fax: 713-523-0386

Visual creation of voice applications

VoiceControl allows the developer to visually create voice applications.    It can be used in any environment that 
supports OLE 2.0 Custom Controls.    Telemarketing, voice mail, and fax servers are just a few of the applications 
that are easily created using VoiceControl.    Most major voice hardware supported. 30-day money back guarantee



Paradigm Development Corporation
#560 - 1122 Mainland
Vancouver, BC    V6B SL1
Canada

Open Process
Retail Price: please call
Contact: Dr. Lance Gutteridge
Phone: 604-682-3404 Fax: 604-682-3432

Open Process is paradigm's unique OLE development service for shrink-wrapsoftware vendors

Paradigm enables shrink-wrap software vendors to quickly exploit new market opportunities.    Using our unique 
OpenProcess development services, Paradigm can turn our Windows or Macintosh product plans into reality.    
Paradigm has developed products for industry leaders such as Microsoft and Aldus on the Microsoft Windows, 
Windows NT, Macintosh, and Power Macintosh platforms.If you want to exploit OLE 2.0.0 on the Windows or 
Macintosh platforms, Paradigm can get you to market fast.



Patrick Consult, Inc.
810 Matson Place
Cincinnati, OH    45204
USA

The Outcome Advisor (R)
Retail Price: $995.00
Contact: Al Fitz
Phone: 513-244-6666 Fax: 513-244-6669

Unique system that allows you to structure research problems and apply statistical pattern recognition for decision 
making and outcome analysis.

Designed for those that have found neural net and rule based systems too limited for more complex applications.    
The Outcome Advisor (R) offers the following features:    Processing of numerical and non-numerical data; up to 
100 variables of 20,000 data points each; Learns from experimental measurements, published case studies, or any 
other source of reliable information; Ranks outcome probabilities of a single variable, or any combination of 
variables, when presented with a condition of your design; Any variable can be used to define an outcome; 
Computes ranked categories, a priori probabilities and likelihoods; Option to enter data directly or import files from 
spreadsheet or database; Organizes your subsystems into libraries for easy retrieval.



PC Quote
401 S. LaSalle Street
Chicago, IL    60605
USA

Real-time data server
Retail Price: Included with standard service.
Contact: Lou Morgan
Phone: 312-906-3801 Fax: 312-427-8607

Provides real-time financial data to container applications with a service provider object utilizing the uniform data 
transfer of OLE 2.0. 

The service provider object provides real-time prices on over 200,000 financial instruments including stocks, 
options and futures.    A container application such as Excel 5.0 for Windows will be continuously updated in real-
time.    Very high data transfer rates are expected.    The object will provide the interface between    the PC Quote 
112K HyperFeed digital data feed and any Windows NT-based container apps.    The financial extensions to WOSA 
will be supported when available.



PCvoice, Inc.
11205 Alpharetta Hwy, suite C-4
Roswell, GA    30076
USA

Thoughts for Windows
Retail Price: $98.00
Contact: Rick O'Brien
Phone: 404-343-8201 Fax: 404-442-3156

Thoughts for Windows is a \"Voice Orgranizer\" program designed to work with the PCvoice Assist and Windows 
compatible sound cards. 

Thoughts for Windows is two programs in one.    It is a sophisticated digital voice editing/conversion utility for use 
with digital voice recordings.    The Voice Editor includes familiar cut, copy and paste commands.    The Format 
Converter converts data to and from most standard PCM and ADPCM data formats.    Thoughts is also a Voice 
Organizer whose \"Thought Manager\" organizes digital recordings into \"Thought Groups\".    Thought Groups are 
user-defined sub-directories that allow the user to collect and organize thoughts together with related recordings.    
Thoughts is also an OLE server that creates digital voice objects which can be embedded into OLE client 
applications.



Pectronics Corporation
1475 Saratoga Avenue #160
San Jose, CA    95129
USA

IntelliScan
Retail Price: $149.00
Contact: Darwin Kuan
Phone: 408-867-3180 Fax: 408-446-5552

Intelligent image scanning and editing software. 

The IntelliScan image scanning and editing software supports all desktop scanners through TWAIN interface.    
IntelliScan automatically detects image data type, de-skews the image, and crops out background regions without 
user intervention.    IntelliScan also features automatic image enhancement and image editing capability.



PenKnowledge, Inc.
1075 13 St. South
Birmingham, AL    35294
USA

Lawyer's Office
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: William Councill
Phone: 205-934-3718 Fax: 205-975-6493

Enable lawyers to computerize case files and reference information on-line. 

Lawyer's Office will assist lawyers to conveniently migrate to computerized records management and provide ready 
access to vast amounts of reference data from the repository built into the system.



Persoft, Inc.
465 Science Drive
Madison, WI    53744
USA

SmarTerm 340 for Windows
Retail Price: 395.00
Contact: Mike Wenzel
Phone: 608-273-6000 Fax: 608-273-8227

SmarTerm 340 for Windows v3.0 provides precise emulation of DEC VT text and graphic terminals ( ANSI, VT52 
through VT420) Supporting full ReGIS, Tektronix and sixel graphics.

SmarTerm 340 for Windows v3.0 provides precise emulation of DEC VT text and graphic terminals ( ANSI, VT52 
through VT420) Supporting full ReGIS, Tektronix an sixel graphics.    Included are SmarTerm TCP/IP ( a Windows 
Sockets DLL).    LAT, NDIS and ODI drivers for Ethernet and Token Ring, support for third-party TCP/IP, an FTP 
server program, ASCII, XMODEM, YMODEM, ZMODEM, KERMIT, drag and drop FTP, a connections directory, 
customizable button palettes, an on-screen toolbox, a pop-up VT keyboard, DDE and MDI support, graphical 
keyboard re-mapping, a scrollback buffer, an extensive scripting language, a script recorder, and SmartMouse 
( enhanced mouse support).



Persoft, Inc.
465 Science Drive
Madison, WI    53744
USA

SmarTerm 420 for Windows
Retail Price: $295.00
Contact: Mike Wenzel
Phone: 608-273-6000 Fax: 608-273-8227

SmarTerm 420 for Windows v3.0 provides precise emulation of DEC VT text terminals ( ANSI, VT52 through VT420)

SmarTerm 420 for Windows v3.0 Provides precise emulation of DEC VT text terminals ( ANSI, VT52 through 
VT420).    Downloadable character sets and full character attributes are supported.    Included are SmarTerm TCP/IP 
( a Windows Sockets DLL), LAT, NDIS and ODI drivers for Ethernet and Token Ring, support for third-party 
TCP/IP, an FTP server program, ASCII, XMODEM, YMODEM, ZMODEM, KERMIT, drag and drop FTP, a 
connections directory, customizable button palettes, an on-screen toolbox, a pop-up VT keyboard, DDE and MDI 
support, graphical keyboard re-mapping, a scrollback buffer, an extensive scripting language, a script recorder, and 
SmartMouse ( enhanced mouse support).



Persoft, Inc.
465 Science Drive
Madison, WI    53744
USA

SmarTerm 470 for Windows v3.0
Retail Price: 395.00
Contact: Mike Wenzel
Phone: 608-273-6000 Fax: 608-273-8227

SmarTerm 470 for Windows v3.0 provides precise emulation of Data GEneral Dasher graphics terminals ( D100 
through D470C ) and DEC VT text terminals ( ANSI, VT52 through    VT420 ).

SmarTerm 470 for Windows v3.0 provides precise emulation of Data General Dasher graphics terminals ( D100 
through D470C) and DEC VT text terminals ( ANSI, VT52 through VT420).    Included are SmarTerm TCP/IP ( a 
Windows Sockets DLL), LAT, NDIS and ODI drivers for Ethernet and Token Ring, and FTP server program, 
support for third-party TCP/IP, XMODEM, YMODEM, ZMODEM, KERMIT, CompuServe B+, and Drag and drop 
FTP, a connections directory, SmartMouse ( enhances mouse support ), customizable button palettes, an on - screen 
toolbox, a scrollback buffer, a pop-up terminal keyboard, DDE and MDI support, an extensive scripting language, 
and a script recorder.



Pictronics Corp
1475 Saratoga Ave
Suite 160
San Jose, CA    95129
USA

IntelliScan
Retail Price: 149.00
Contact: Darwin Kvan
Phone: 408-867-3180 Fax: 408-446-5552

Intelligent image scanning and editing software.

IntelliScan is an intelligent scanning software that automatics all aspects of the scanning process to achieve the best 
scanning result.    IntelliScan automatically determines the proper image mode (line art, grayscale, or color ),    
selects the proper image resolution , finds the image extent, de-skews the image, and improves image quality and 
tone content all with a single Autoscan command.    Once the image is scanned, you can further enhance or edit the 
image content.    IntelliScan uses TWAIN interface to support virtually all desktop scanners with a consistent, easy-
to-use user interface.



Pinnacle Publishing
PO BOX 888
Kent, WA    98035-0888
USA

Graphics Server
Retail Price: $299.00
Contact: Frej Krook
Phone: (206) 251-1900 Fax: (206) 251-5057

Graphics Server SDK brings your Windows applications to life with high-impact charts and graphs!

Graphics Server SDK is a complete graphing toolkit for Windows developers.    It is linked as a DLL or used as a 
VBX, so programmers can build scatter, line, bar, area, polar, pie, OHLC and logarithmic charts into their Windows 
Applications with just a few lines of code.    Graphics Server SDK V2.5 provides Windows NT support and OLE 
automation.    Complete APIs are provided for C and C++, Visual Basics for Windows, Superbase, Turbo Pascal for 
Windows, SQL Windows, Power Builder, and FoxPro for Windows.



Portland Software
53 Crane Street
Caldwell, NJ    07006
USA

Object Writer
Retail Price: 299.99
Contact: David Arndt
Phone: 201-228-7116 Fax: 201-575-8474

Report design & Generation Tool for Developers.

OLE 2 enabled report design and generation tool.    Visual Report Editor can be embedded inside your OLE 
application to provide WYSIWYG report editing capabilities for your application and database.    Unique design 
allows reporting against virtually any type of application or database!    Handles all aspects of reporting; from layout 
and design through selection, sorting, generation, and output.    Handles output to printer, ASCII and RTF.    Multiple 
levels of detail in a single report: Scripting language provided for complex runtime calculations.    NO ROYALTIES!



Powersoft Corp.
70 Blanchard Road
Burlington, MA    01803
USA

PowerBuilder for Windows NT v3.1
Retail Price: $3,395.00
Contact: Ken Galvin
Phone: 617-229-2200 Fax: 617-273-2540

PowerBuilder is a uniquely powerful, easy-to-use, object oriented development environment for building industrial 
strength.
client/server applications for the Windows NT and Windows 3.x platforms.

PowerBuilder is a uniquely powerful, easy-to-use environment for building    industrial strength client/server 
applications for the Windows NT and Windows 3.x platforms.    It combines the most powerful aspects of traditional 
MIS tools and the best features of the PC-based world with a truly practical approach to object-oriented 
development.PowerBuilder's features include:·_Object Easy - Practical object orientation for application 
development·_SQL Smart - Tight integration to underlying database system·_Windows Rich - Extensive support for 
the Windows 3.1/3.0 environment·_MIS Friendly - More robust functionalityPowerBuilder is designed for corporate
and government MIS software development projects.    It integrates a series of powerful technologies into a single, 
easy-to-learn and use development platform.    It provides an intuitive, highly graphical approach to programming 
that permits developers to create sophisticated applications with little programming knowledge.    PowerBuilder 
incorporates the characteristics of traditional mainframe development methods into a client/server architecture, in 
which graphic client applications integrate fully with high-performance, relational database servers in a transaction-
processing environment.    Powersoft Corporation has initiated the Client/Server Open Development 
Environment(CODE) program.    CODE was established as a means to ensure vendor interoperability through 
adherence



Prodea Software Corporation
11095 Viking Drive, Suite 225
Eden Prairie, MN    55344
USA

Prodea Synergy
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Mike Paradis
Phone: 612-942-1000 Fax: 612-942-1010

ProdeaSynergy is a Windows product that allows users to visually construct custom solutions from shrink-wrapped 
software, and enables the automation of processes, without programming,

ProdeaSynergy is a Windows product that allows users to visually construct custom solutions from shrink-wrapped 
software, and enables the automation of processes by action as OLE 2.0 automation controller and by controlling 
applications via other industry standard messaging and inter-application communication technologies.    
ProdeaSynergy makes it possible to use existing applications and programs as components that can be used together 
to form a custom solution.    With ProdeaSynergy, custom solutions can be created with out programming.    These 
solutions ProdeaSynergy Packages, are created by using icons and arrows to represent process logic and information
flow between and among applications.    Information stored on LANs servers, or on minis/mainframes can be 
accessed and tightly linked with desktop applications within ProdeaSynergy Packages.    These Packages are easily 
shared with others without having to concerned with hot links, paste links, and file locations.    These solutions can 
be delivered to end-users through the ProdeaSynergy Library for execution at the touch of a button.



Q+E Software
5540 Centerview Drive
Suite 324
Raleigh, NC    27606
USA

Q+E
Retail Price: $399.00
Contact: Jeannette Duckworth
Phone: 800-876-3101 Fax: 919-859-9334

Q+E accesses 20+ databases, generates professional reports, builds sophisticated queries, links data into other 
applications.    4 million sold. 

Q+E is the intuitive, ad hoc query and reporting tool that gets you to your corporate data when you need it, the way 
you need it.    Over four million PC users around the world rely on Q+E to bring business data to their desktops.    
Q+E generates professional reports with breaks and subtotals, accesses every major database identically, builds 
sophisticated queries without having to know SQL, designs custom Query By Example forms, links up-to-the-
minute data into other applications, and saves you time and effort with a customizable Icon Bar.    Q+E's ease of use 
has made it the industry standard.    Absolutely no programming required.



Q/Media Software Corporation
312 East 5th Avenue
Vancouver, B.C.    V5T1H4
Canada

Q/Media for Windows
Retail Price: $99.00
Contact: Lisa Bliss
Phone: 604-879-1190 Fax: 604-879-0214

Q/Media for Windows provides the capability to easily integrate and manipulate audio, video, animation, text and 
graphics to create multimedia presentations. 

Q/Media for Windows is a powerful, easy to use program that includes everything you need to create you own 
dynamic multimedia presentations or add multimedia elements to your existing slide presentations (Microsoft 
PowerPoint, Lotus Freelance, Aldus Persuasion, Harvard Graphics, Coreldraw).    Q/Media's Clip List, Timeline and 
Drawing Tools let users create customized backgrounds, and simply drag and drop graphics, sound, video and 
animation onto the screen, and synchronize them for playback.    Over 10MB of clip media is included with the 
program.



Q/Media Software Corporation
312 East 5th Avenue
Vancouver, B.C.    V5T1H4
Canada

Q/Media for Windows Release 2.0
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Lisa Bliss
Phone: 604-879-1190 Fax: 604-879-0214

Q/Media for Windows Release 2.0 is powerful entry level multimedia authoring program.

Q/Media for Windows Release 2.0 is a powerful entry level multimedia authoring program.    A drag and drop 
interface let's users easily apply multimedia, synchronize them with a graphical timeline, and make any element 
interactive.    Users can quickly organize and create presentations with Q/Media's integrated text outliner and built in
templates.    Supporting 24 file formats, Q/Media 2.0 enables simultaneous playback of multiple media clips and is 
OLE 2.0 compliant.    500MB clip media library and royalty free runtime included.



Real Software Solutions, Inc.
20 Burlington Mall Road, Suite 410
Address2
Burlington, MA    01803
USA

SourceCraft
Retail Price: $3,995 (USD)
Contact: John Pyne
Phone: 617-221-5665 Fax: 

A powerful and easy to use fully-integrated object-oriented object-oriented application generator that is extendible 
and scalable, and which can can be tailored to rapidly prototype and create commercial quality applications serving
specific company needs

SourceCraft (TM) is a full-featured integrated visual object-oriented application generator which provides an 
effective balance between power and simplicity.    It increases your productivity by eliminating tedious, cryptic 
development tasks associated with programming, supporting easy and rapid prototyping, interactive testing, and 
generation of final applications in C++ code.    Everything necessary for deploying applications is contained in one 
integrated environment.    SourceCraft (TM) is uniquely extendible, allowing full integration of libraries, 
components and interfaces which allow company, application or vertical market specific visual development at a 
higher and easier level.    Scaleable SourceCraft (TM) allows the addition of components by experienced developers,
while configurable to allow less experienced developers to be productive quickly.



ReportSmith Corporation
2755 Campus Drive, suite 205
San Mateo, CA    94403
USA

ReportSmith
Retail Price: $299.00
Contact: Sue Brown
Phone: 415-312-0770 Fax: 415-312-9014

ReportSmith is an industrial strength client-server query and reporting tool. 

ReportSmith is a powerful visual Client/Server database reporting and query product for all levels of 
users.ReportSmith's unique visual layout approach enables end-users to build reports interactively on the screen with
live data including columnar reports, cross tab reports and forms of all types.    There's no limit to the report size: 
ReportSmith handles even data sets too large to fit on the client workstation.    ReportSmith runs under Windows 3.1 
or later, supports most popular SQL databases, as well as popular PC databases, and supports ODBC.    ReportSmith 
has a Visual Basic-like macro language and is DDE and OLE capable, enabling Systems Integrators, VARS, and IS 
departments to integrate ReportSmith with existing applications.



Resource Concepts Incorporated
111 West First Street
Suite 748
Dayton, OH    45402-1106
USA

CDdeManager
Retail Price: $99 (USD)
Contact: Paul Scholz
Phone: (415) 461-4606 Fax: 

The CDdeManager and CDdeItem classes combine both OLE IDataObject and DDE functions for MFC/Visual C++
developers

The CDdeManager and CDdeItem Classes combine both OLE 2.01 Uniform Data Transfer and DDE functionality 
within a single data type, simplifying development of new OLE 2.01 applications which require DDE compatibility. 
Available for applications developed with MFC/Visual C++, the CDdeManager/CDdeItem Classes come complete 
with source code, comprehensive documentation, and numerous examples.



Resource Concepts Incorporated
111 West First Street
Suite 748
Dayton, OH    45402-1106
USA

Q-Net
Retail Price: $495 (USD)
Contact: Paul Scholz
Phone: (415) 461-4606 Fax: 

Q-Net is a Process Network modeling system for task-oriented (discreet event) simulation

Q-Net is a process network modeling system for discreet event simulation under windows.    Q-Net provides an 
inexpensive and sophisticated simulation tool without programming, combining an intuitive graphical user interface 
with comprehensive simulation resource tracking, animation, statistical analysis and links to other analysis tools 
through OLE Automation.



Ring Zero Systems, Inc.

RingCentral
Retail Price: 39.95 (USD)
Contact: Vlad Shmunis
Phone: Fax: 

Telephony dialing and answering machine software

RingCentral is the first real voice-centric application designed for non-technical telephone and voice mail users.    
RingCentral will cooperate with major fax and data applications to turn a Windows PC into a complete, powerful, 
flexible, yet simple to use voice communication system.



RWT Corporation
1471 Business Center Drive, #900
Mt. Prospect, IL    60056
USA

OnTrack
Retail Price: contact vendor
Contact: Rob Watters
Phone: (708) 390-0200 Fax: 

Manufacturing execution system software

RWT's OnTrack Manufacturing Execution System (MES) provides operating personnel a set of tools to manage, 
monitor, and control factory resources and conditions in real-time.    OnTrack addresses the needs of manufacturing 
management to monitor operations, isolate problems and bottlenecks, and implement programs for improvement in 
the production environment.    OnTrack provides operators with an on-line link to access vital production 
information and the ability to document and report production status.    Functionality includes: finite capacity 
planning; resource scheduling; work dispatch and control; factory floor document distribution and management; 
order, lot, and unit tracking; resource monitoring; SQC/SPC; and production status reporting.    OnTrack is based on 
a client/server architecture using PC workstations running Windows and on a relational database management 
system using SQL running on a Windows NT server.



Sales Kit Software Corporation
10845 Olive Blvd
St. Louis, Mo    63141
USA

SalesKit for Windows
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Bill Wood
Phone: 314-432-7205 Fax: 314-567-0439

Salesforce automation package which is extensively user configurable

SalesKit is a data-driven sales force automation package intended for mid to large size sales teams with features for 
both single site (LAN) use and remote use (portable computer) use.    The package is extremely easy to use and can 
be configured on-the-fly to handle changing information and display formats.



Sales Productivity Systems, Inc.
25 Spadina Road
Toronto, Ontario    M5R 2S9
Canada

WASA
Retail Price: 35,000.00
Contact: Shon Wedde
Phone: 416-928-3076 Fax: 416-928-6671

Wide area sale automation consolidation engine to collect and distribute database update.

A consolidation and distribution engine to collect and transmit database and file updates to remote mobile 
professionals.    The solution consists of a workstation component that monitors and controls the flow of data on and 
off the workstation and a source component.



Saqqara Technology
47 Sandfield Road
Oxford,      0X3 7RW
England

InScribe
Retail Price: $125.00
Contact: Bob Richmond
Phone: 01144)865-744505 Fax: 01144-865-744505

Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Text Editor for Microsoft Windows 3.1

The definitive Ancient Egyptian Text editor.    InScribe version 1.2 seamlessly integrates with Word Processing, 
Illustration, and other software supporting OLE 2.0.    Add or edit Egyptian text without leaving your document.    
InScribe comes with over 800 signs as TrueType hieroglyphic fonts compatible with \"Egyptian Grammar\" by Sir 
Alan Gardiner.    This makes InScribe an indispensable tool for PC users with an interest in Ancient Egyptian history,
culture and art.



SBS - International
1262 East Woodchase Lane
Chesterfield, MI    63017
USA

EasyMarc
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Stuart Soffer
Phone: (314) 579-0990 Fax: (314) 579-0044

Library Automation Toolkits & Custom Conrols

Also: Consultation on OLE development.



Scientific Software Tools, Inc.
19 East Central Avenue
Paoli, PA    19301
USA

Driver LINX/OLE
Retail Price: 395.00
Contact: Elise Furman
Phone: 215-889-1354 Fax: 215-889-1556

High-Speed Data-Acquisition for Microsoft

Driver LINX/OLE is a series of high performance data acquisition drivers for developing custom applications under 
Windows 3.x.    The Driver LINX/OLE series consist of vendor independent DLLs designed to support a wide 
variety of popular third party analog and digital I/O boards.    DriverLINX/OLE provides application developers a 
standardized, vendor independent interface to over 100 services for creating foreground and background tasks to 
perform analog input and output, digital input and output, and time and frequency measurement.    DriverLINX/OLE
can be used in any application that supports OLE custom controls.



Scopus Technology, Inc.
1900 Powell Street, suite 900
 
Emeryville, CA    94608
USA

ProTEAM
Retail Price: $40,000 for a 5-user configuration
Contact: Aaron Omid
Phone: 510-428-0500 Fax: 510-428-1027

Comprehensive set of client-server based groupware systems for customer support, defect resolution management, 
and sales and marketing automation.

Scopus' ProTEAM is a comprehensive set of information tracking and management systems specifically designed to
help automate a business' operations.    ProTEAM is the culmination of working with leading-edge companies who 
needed a breakthrough system for improving product quality and customer satisfaction.    The result is a tightly 
integrated groupware system that allows an organization to integrate information from Engineering, Quality 
Assurance, Customer Support, Order Entry, Sales and Marketing.    ProTEAM is easily configured to meet unique 
business requirements.    Each application can be tailored to capture the information flow and business rules that 
work best for the organization.



Sequoia Software Systems
11505 Lower Colfax Road
Grass Valley, CA    95945
USA

Sequoia Tools
Retail Price: $300.00
Contact: Kirk Kuzma
Phone: 916-273-2445 Fax: 

A useful set of OLE 2.0 tools for Database, Image Processing, Multimedia, Artificial Intelligence and Context 
Sensitive Editing.

Sequoia Tool Box provides OLE 2.0 aware container documents a means to implement Uniform Data Transfer and 
manipulation through the Windows Objects provided in the set.    The Database object will provide embedded smart 
objects into your document.    The Image Processing Object will provide a variety of graphic presentation and 
manipulation routines, as well as built in primitives.    The Multimedia Object will allow control of Video for 
Windows objects and provide editing capabilities, such as adding new audio tracks or stitching AVI files together.    
The AI object rounds out the set with the ability to define new problem spaces and production rules to provide a 
wide variety of useful tools with a single object.    You can write your own rules, or customize the supplied Context 
Sensitive Editor rules for your own use.    Sequoia Tools will be available for Windows 3.1 and Windows NT.



Shapeware
1601 5th Ave.
Suite 800
Seattle, WA    98101-1625
USA

Visio
Retail Price: $299.00
Contact: Mary Ann Klustner
Phone: 206-467-6723 Fax: 206-521-4501

Visio is an award-winning drag-and-drop drawing program which provides a wide range of drawing solutions for 
non-artists. 

Visio is an award-winning drag-and-drop drawing program which provides a wide range of drawing solutions for 
non-artists.    With Visio, business and technical professionals can produce the kinds of drawings they need in their 
everyday work.    To use Visio you simply drag and drop SmartShapes (TM) from one of Visio's 20 job-specific 
stencils to quickly create flowcharts, network diagrams, org charts, space plans, Gantt charts, marketing diagrams, or
virtually any other business or technical drawing.    Visio includes more than 600 SmartShapes with built-in 
intelligence.    You can also customize and reuse your own SmartShapes.    With its state-of-the-art implementation of
OLE 2.0, Visio provides graphics integration between Windows applications.



Simplify Development Corp.
20 Industrial Park Drive
Nashua, NH    03062
USA

MailRoom for Windows
Retail Price: $179.00
Contact: Linda Noury
Phone: (603) 881-4450 Fax: (603) 595-0387

Email paper documents, combine electronic and paper documents for use with computer fax and view inbound 
faxes.

MailRoom form Windows is the hub of the MailRoom Suite and represents a mew class of applications that enable 
users to build documents from any source, whether paper fax or electronic.    It links with many standard 
applications so that email or computer fax.    It uses client/server technology so that these documents maybe shared 
by any user on the LAN



Simplify Development Corp.
20 Industrial Park Drive
Nashua, NH    03062
USA

ShareScan
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Linda Noury
Phone: (603) 881-4450 Fax: (603) 595-0387

Turns your scanner into a shared network peripheral for capturing paper based information.

ShareScan turns a scanner into a network appliance as easy to use as a fax machine or copier.    Mew scanners can be
shared by multiple users just like a laser printer.    ShareScan automates the conversion of paper into electronic 
documents.    Multiple documents can be scanned at one time and dedicated directly to the MailRoom desktop using 
portal applied for technology.



Simulation Technologies, Inc.
111 W. First Street, suite 748
Dayton, OH    45402
USA

SimNet
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Paul Scholz
Phone: 513-461-4606 Fax: 513-461-7908

SimNet is a process simulation system with sophisticated analysis tools, comprehensive resource tracking, an 
intuitive visual interface and OLE 2.0 Automation. 

SimNet is a Process Network modeling system for discrete event simulation under Microsoft Windows.    SimNet 
provides rapid and simple simulation development through an intuitive visual interface, sophisticated analysis tools, 
system animation and comprehensive resource tracking, all without programming.    SimNet combines simulation 
with process control of any OLE 2.0 Automation server.    This unique capability makes SimNet ideal for a wide 
variety of applications including general process control, business process re-engineering, manufacturing simulation,
queuing and scheduling problems, crisis management, medical process simulation, information management, cost 
tradeoffs, and transportation problems.



Smart Communications, Inc.
885 Third Avenue, 29
New York, NY    10022
USA

Smart Translators
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Anna Kulakis
Phone: 212-486-1894 Fax: 212-826-9775

Automatic Language Translator to translate English texts within Word for Windows, from English to French, 
Spanish, German, Italian, Greek, Portuguese.

The SMART Translators are a series of Expert Systems that act as Wizards within Word for Windows/OLE 2.0 to 
translate paragraphs or pages into other languages.    The User enables edit-in-place that permits a paragraph in 
English to be automatically translated into French, etc.    The results are returned to Word for Windows at 85% to 
95% complete.    Some simple post-edit is needed for style.    Software includes dictionaries and grammar modules 
that can be customized.    Ideal for technical documents, messages, E-mail and commercial correspondence..    Not 
suitable for poetry or affairs of the heart.



SoftBridge, Inc - Basic
125 CambridgePark Drive
 
Cambridge, MA    02140
USA

Softbridge BASIC Language (SBL)
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Kathy O'Connell
Phone: 617-576-2257 Fax: 617-864-7747

The Softbridge BASIC Language (SBL) is an embeddable version of BASIC designed for integration into Windows, 
NT, and OS/2 applications. 

The Softbridge BASIC Language (SBL) is an embeddable version of BASIC designed for integration into Windows,
Windows NT, and OS/2 applications.    Implemented as a DLL, SBL's API lets it become a seamless extension of an 
application.    Language features include:    Visual Basic conformance; external DLL support; the ability to construct 
dialog boxes using Microsoft WordBasic syntax; BASIC language access to application menus, dialog boxes, 
abstract data objects; and direct mapping of BASIC records and fixed length arrays to C structures and pointers.    
SBL supports OLE 2.0 automation.



SoftSolutions Technology Corporation
Parkview Plaza
625 South State Street
Orem, UT    84058
USA

SoftSolutions Document Management System
Retail Price: $495.00
Contact: Bonnie Greene
Phone: 801-226-6000 Fax: 801-224-0920

SoftSolution's open approach to document management offeres a comprehensive, easy-to-use productivity tool for 
workgroups or any organization. 

SoftSolution's innovative application of OLE provides the critical link between your need to find information and 
OLE's ability to create compound documents.    Text, spreadsheets, graphics, images, faxes, and e-mail documents 
are all efficiently profiled and managed through SoftSolutions.    SoftSolutions is fully customizable and leverages 
your organization's information to increase both personal and workgroup productivity.    Some of the power features 
that SoftSolutions offers users include Profile and Full-text searching, document portability, configurable Profile 
screens, version control, document audit trail tracking, compound document management, personal worklists, 
optional billing and much more!    SoftSolutions is application independent and available for DOS, Windows and 
UNIX.



Software Frameworks Association
10062 Miller Ave #202B
Cupertino, CA    95014
USA

MFC Journal
Retail Price: 85.00-140.00
Contact: Patricia McCauley
Phone: 408-253-2765 Fax: 408-253-2767

MFCJournal provides the information developers need for using Microsoft foundation classes and getting the most 
they have to offer, covering the latest tools for desiging coding, testing, and debugging Windows applications.

MFC Journal answers questions about the usefulness, quality, and availability of classed and tools, so developers can
make intelligent decisions about using MFC. for the beginner, it helps guide you through the basics toward 
successful MFC productivity.    For the intermediate and advanced developers, MFC Journal offers how to's and 
techniques form leading experts in MFC.



SPSS Inc.
444 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL    60611-3962
USA

SPSS Developers Kit
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: Keith Taylor
Phone: 312-329-3525 Fax: 312-329-3690

The SPSS Developers Kit gives developers the ability to integrate the functionality of SPSS    for Windows into end-
user applications with OLE 2.0 automation.

The SPSS Developers Kit uses Microsoft's OLE 2.0 (OLE) 2.0 automation as a pathway to SPSS for Windows.    
SPSS for Windows, the winner of PC Magazine's Editor's Choice Award has the tools needed to get \"Real Stats, 
Real Easy.\"    Now custom applications can include the functionality of SPSS:    complete data management and 
editing, in-depth statistics, high resolution charts, and high quality reports and tables.    Developers can customize 
their interface so end-users can perform complicated tasks with ease.



STEFRA Enterprise
1427 Platt Avenue
Milpitas, CA    95035
USA

Video Control 1.0
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Diego Ventura
Phone: 408-263-2730 Fax: 408-263-2730

Stefra Video Control 1.0 is a Microsoft Windows OLE 2.0-enabled application that plays and controls real-time 
video in a window.

STEFRA Video Control 1.0 provides direct control of Video Disc and Video Cassette players.    A user can instruct a 
VCR to play, fast forward, rewind, etc. from the application desktop.    Video Clips can be defined, stored, retrieved 
and played at any time.    Real-time video can be embedded in any container application supporting OLE 2.0 at no 
cost for the application.    These containers are completely free from knowing anything about the hardware that 
produces the video signal or the peripherals storing the video information.



Stirling Technologies, Inc.
1100 Woodfield Road
Schaumburg, IL    60173
USA

DEMOSHIELD
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Sales 
Phone: 800-374-4353 Fax: 708-240-9120

DemoSHIELD; the only fully interactive event driven tool for developing software demos, CBT & interactive sales 
presentations.

DemoSHIELD    will help you engage your audience with interactive text and graphics which can be combined with 
fully interactive display of your application.    DemoSHIELD uses powerful, simple methods to let you record your 
app in action... Then just add text, graphics, or any interaction you want, with buttons, boxes, hot spots...everything 
for making your message stand out.    DemoSHIELD will let you animate text & graphics automatically.    Dazzle 
your audience with colorful bitmaps, and explain them with interactive information Fade text in & out...just use 
DemoSHIELD's controls to determine the \"life'\" of an object.



Stone Age Software
PO BOX 145
Herndon, VA    22070
USA

BugBuster
Retail Price: $69.00
Contact: Rachel Taylor
Phone: (703) 742-9359 Fax: (703) 742-9359

Debugging tool for Windows development.

BugBuster decodes the status and notification messages that Windows generates while an application is running 
including all MS Windows WM-xxx messages and all DDE XTYP-xxx messages.    In contrast to other debugging 
tools, BugBuster provides detailed textual descriptions of the parameters associated with each message.



Straylight Software
P.O. Box 20717
Oakland, CA    94020-0717
USA

Straylight Razor
Retail Price: $249.00
Contact: Marc Singer
Phone: 510-444-8939 Fax: 510-231-5697

Statistical and Graphical Data Analysis Software

Straylight Razor incorporate data analysis into a spreadsheet interface.    It includes commands for performing basic 
statistics such as t-test, ANOVA & regression.    It also creates presentation quality plots and charts which can be 
exported as OLE 2.0 objects.    All analysis and output functions can be controlled from an OLE 2.0 automation 
driver.    Custom applications may be built using Razor and the analysis and charting module.



Summit Software Company
2844 Sweet Rd
Jamesville, NY    13078
USA

BasicScript 2.0 Toolkit
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: William Fisher
Phone: 315-677-9000 Fax: 315-677-3224

BasicScript 2.0 is an embeddable macro language for Windows, Windows NT, and Macintosh that ISUs and 
corporate developers can add to their applications easily and economically.

BasicScript 2.0 is an embeddable macro language for application developers creating Windows, Win32, MS-DOS, 
UNIX, Macintosh, NetWare, and OS/2 software, ISVs and corporate developers can easily integrate the BasicScript 
language, whose syntax is compatible with Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), into their own 
applications, using the BasicScript APIs for compiling, executing. and debugging.    The BasicScript 2.0 Toolkit for 
Windows also includes a Macro Editor/Debugger, Dialog Editor, and Macro Recorder that can be integrated into 
applications, thereby providing customers with a development.    BasicScript 2.0 supports OLE 2.0 Automation for 
Windows, Win32, and Macintosh.



Summit Software Company
2844 Sweet Rd
Jamesville, NY    13078
USA

Embedded Basic for Windows
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: William Fisher
Phone: 315-677-9000 Fax: 315-677-3224

Embedded basic for Windows is a complete macro language solution including compiler, editor, debugger, dialog 
editor, macro recorder, and runtime, available for licensing by Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) or corporate 
developers.



Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc.
Johnson Rd.
PO Box 65
Houston, PA    15342-0065
USA

Ansys
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-937-3321 or 412-746-3304 Fax: 412-746-9494

Ansys

 Finite element analysis.    Includes static/dynamic analysis, fluid dynamic and acoustic analysis, solid modeling 
capabilities, temperature-dependent linear/non-linear material properties,    small/large deflections and 
steady-state/transient thermal    analysis.    Includes library of structural, heat transfer, electro-magnetic and fluid 
elements.    Supports structural, thermal and    electromagnetic engineering.



Sybase
2000 Powell St
Suite 700
Emeryville, CA    94608

SYBASE Open Client / Server
Retail Price: TBD
Contact: Ron Ellis
Phone: 510-596-3815 Fax: 510-658-1384

SYBASE Open Client.

SYBASE Open Client provides a standard applications programming interface for accessing both Sybase and non-
Sybase applications on NetWare, UNIX, VAX, OS/2, and Windows NT systems.    



Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Avenue
Cupertino, CA    95014-2132
USA

ACT! 3.0
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: John    Laing
Phone: 408-253-9600 Fax: 408-253-4092

ACT!

ACT! is designed to quickly and efficiently organize the day-to-day activity of business people by combining the 
planning and scheduling benefits of a paper-based planner with the activity follow-up and support of a personal 
executive assistant. ACT! incorporates industry standard dBASE-compatible file-structures for contact, activity, note
and history data with powerful Windows features including pre-defined DDE macros to link with Microsoft Word 
for Windows, WordPerfect for Windows, Delrina WinFAX PRO for Windows, and other leading Windows software. 
ACT! integrates a powerful contact database, activity manager and calendar, full-featured word processor with spell-
checker and mail-merge capability, and custom report generator.    Each contact record has a unique history record 
and notepad attached. ACT!'s extensive scheduling features include prioritization of calls, meetings, to-do's; the 
ability to schedule recurring and timeless activities; and graphical calendar printouts.    Activity management in 
ACT! is fully prompted and allows users to choose from    day, week, and month calendar views when adding or 
modifying activities.    Activities can easily be rescheduled from calendar views using 'drag and drop' capabilities.



Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA    95014-2132
USA

Enterprise Developer
Retail Price: 795.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-441-7234 or 408-253-9600 Fax: 408-252-4696

Symantec's Enterprise Developer-building client/server applications that support your dynamic business 
environment.

The only client/server application development environment architected from a database perspective, Symantec's 
Enterprise Developer actively utilizes a centralized business model in every stage of the application maintenance.    
Business rules are created and stored once in a central location and automatically enforced in applications and on 
database servers.    Its SCALE transaction processor automates and optimizes the complexity of client/server 
transaction processing.    Using a Programming by Exception model, Enterprise Developer lets you design complex   
applications in minutes.    Extend or override the default processing with your own custom logic, or use the open 
architecture to access external objects and programs.    Enterprise Developer also includes a report writer, business 
graphics and XDB-SQL local database engine.



Symbiotics, Inc.
725 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, MA    02138
USA

Networks! OLE Connect
Retail Price: Call for pricing.
Contact: Lisa Johnian
Phone: 617-876-3635 Fax: 617-876-0157

Provides application connectiaity between OLE 2.0 Opps. across networked windows systems and reworked inter 
openability between windows OLE 2.0 Apps. & DDE Apps on Windows or OS/2 Systems.

Implements both DDE to OLE and OLE to OLE connectivity both within one machine and across networked 
machines specifically provides connectivity between OLE 2.0 Apps. for linking and automation across networked 
windows machine, also provides connectivity between OLE 2.0 apps. and DDE apps where DDE enabled apps. 
reside in: same windows machine, networked windows machines, networked OS/2 machine, provides a bridge for 
DDE apps to communicate with OLE 2.0 apps.



Systems Compatibility Corporation
401 N. Wabash, suite 600
Chicago, IL    60611
USA

Outside In for Windows
Retail Price: $89.00
Contact: Sean Essex
Phone: 312-329-0700 Fax: 312-670-0820

Outside In is a file viewing utility that displays 130 DOS, Windows and Macintosh file formats without the original 
application. 

Outside In is a file viewing and data import utility that lets users view and access files from any application.    It 
supports 130 word processing, spreadsheet, database, compressed and graphic file formats from DOS, Windows and 
Macintosh programs.    Outside In works with popular E-mail programs to automatically view attachments.    View 
fully formatted files without the original application.    Outside In also works with popular word processors and 
Windows file managers.    Print, search and copy files into other applications or the Clipboard.    It also includes file 
management features and optional file conversions.



Systemware, Inc.
12770 Coit Road Suite #1008
Dallas, TX    75251
USA

Open X/TND for Windows
Retail Price: $400.00
Contact: Russ Finks
Phone: (214) 239-0200 Fax: (214) 239-7242

Windows client product for Systemware's host based X/PTR

View, download, import and Export X/PTR documents.    Supports OLE 2.0, Drag + Drop, HLLAPI and APPC.



TeamWrite Corporation
1572 North Batavia Street, #1-D
Orange, CA    92667
USA

MultiVision Application Enhancement Facility
Retail Price: $399.95
Contact: Rick Grossman
Phone: (714) 744-1496 Fax:    97140 7441497

MultiVision 5250 Emulation Application Enhancement Facility ( AEF )

MultiVision AEF improves the appearance of IBM AS/400 and S/3X Host screens without any host programming.    
Host screens and subfiles can be linked to PC objects through DDE, OLE, and Paradox.



TeleFile, Inc.
1660 S. Amphlett Blvd.
San Mateo, CA    94402
USA

FileOLE
Retail Price: $149.00
Contact: Michael Wood
Phone: 415-578-9562 Fax: 415-578-9576

TeleFile FileOLE, the next generation document image manager, represents the future of document 
management...available today. 

TeleFile FileOLE puts the documents you need at your fingertips.    With FileOLE you can easily link or embed 
document images and faxes in your business applications.    FileOLE also allows you to annotate your document 
with OLE objects.    TeleFile FileOLE is loaded with the features you need for professional document management.   
FileOLE is as easy to use as a piece of paper, and as powerful as an on-line database.    With FileOLE, you will 
handle your documents with vastly improved ease and efficiency.



The Athena Group
3424 NW 31 Street
Gainesville, FL    32605
USA

SIGLAB
Retail Price: $199.00
Contact: Monica Murphy
Phone: 800-741-7440 Fax: 904-373-5182

SIGLAB is a comprehensive engineering environment for digital signal processing (DSP) research, design, and 
simulation. 

SIGLAB is a design and simulation environment for solving DSP problems.    Generate test signals and system 
responses and display them in 2-D, 3-D and polar formats.    Simulate real-world conditions with noise and fixed-
point analyses.    Over 140 math and system operations used in DSP are built-in SIGLAB functions.    Even create 
original algorithms and DSP operations which can be quickly synthesized, tested, saved, and reused.    With 
SIGLAB, you can be sure your design performs to your expectations before you implement it, saving you both time 
and money.



Thuridion Software Engineering
269 Mt. Hermon Road
Suite 200
Scotts Valley, CA    95066-4029
USA

Avery LabelPro
Retail Price: $129.00
Contact: Patrick Hendry
Phone: 408-439-6969 Fax: 408-439-6963

Label Printing Software.

LabelPro has a graphical designer for the creation of all Avery label stocks.    A rich selection of graphic formats are 
supported, and labels can be generated from all major databases.



Thuridion Software Engineering
269 Mt. Hermon Road
Suite 200
Scotts Valley, CA    95066-4029
USA

Command Center
Retail Price: $99.00
Contact: Patrick Hendry
Phone: 408-439-6969 Fax: 408-439-6963

Cross-Application Button Bar, Macro Language and Scheduler.

Command Center is comprised of button bars which can be floating or fixed to a screen edge.    Bars can be 
application-specific or always present.    Each button can launch an application, document or a fully Visual Basic-
compatible macro.



Traffic Software
360 West 31 Street
New York, NY    10001-2793
USA

Object-Fax
Retail Price: $900.00
Contact: Magnus Bergsson
Phone: 212-714-1584 Fax: 212-714-1691

Object-Fax is a premium fax solution for all Windows and DOS-based LANs with outstanding ease of use, 
integration options and reliability.

Object-Fax is a network fax server for all Windows- and DOS-based networks that enables users to receive and send
faxes from their workstations.    The product is a software-only solution that supports any CAS fax card or 
GammaLink card.    Users can send faxes from within any Windows or DOS application.    Object-Fax supports 
DDE, OLE 2.0, MAPI, VIM and offers a file API to fax-enable Windows or DOS programs.    Object-Fax utilizes 
OLE 2.0 to bring unparalleled ease of use to fax transmissions: just drag the document you want to send from its 
application and drop it onto the Object-Fax icon to send it.



Traffic Software
360 West 31 Street
New York, NY    10001-2793
USA

Object-Fax ADVANCED
Retail Price: 990.00-4,480.00
Contact: Magnus Bergsson
Phone: 212-714-1584 Fax: 212-714-1691

THE ADVANCED NETWORK FAX SOLUTION FOR MEDIUM TO LARGE LOCAL AREA NETWORKS.

A high performance Windows and DOS fax server software for any local area network.    Supports up to 128 lines 
per network, and is network independent.    Capable of automatically routing incoming faxes via DIDK, DTMF, 
LINES, CSID, AND T30 subaddressing.    Provides the user with OLE 2.0 support, floating toolbar, fax queue 
management, cover page editor, OCR, fax annotator, API's and DDE links for programmers, E-Mail support, private 
and public phone books, gray scale support, password protection, shareable folders, user priority, fax confirmation, 
history logs for accounting, and more.    Is known for its ease of use and reliability.



Traffic Software
360 West 31 Street
New York, NY    10001-2793
USA

Object-Fax LITE
Retail Price: 490.00
Contact: Magnus Bergsson
Phone: 212-714-1584 Fax: 212-714-1691

A low cost Windows fax solution for workgroups and small networks.

Windows fax server software for any local area network.    Uses a non-dedicated Windows fax server and supports 
only one line.    Supports all networks, and provides the user with OLE 2.0 support, floating toolbar, Traffic Object 
Manager, fax queue management, cover page editor, OCR, fax annotator, E-Mail support, private and public 
phonebooks, WYSIWYG, gray scale support, password protection, shareable folders for group work, user priority, 
fax confirmation, history logs for accounting.



Trax Softworks, Inc.
5840 Uplander Way
Culver City, CA    90230-6620
USA

TeamTalk
Retail Price: $40.00 per user for 5 users
Contact: Anne Moriarty
Phone: 310-649-5800 Fax: 310-649-6200

TeamTalk is a conferencing system that organizes information within public and private topics for discussions and 
decision making. 

TeamTalk is a conferencing system that facilitates communication among group members.    It is a forum for 
discussions and decision making.    TeamTalk organizes information and documents by topic in a hierarchical 
structure.    Any member can easily create a new public or private topic and build the member list.    TeamTalk 
includes OLE 2.0 support, so members can include documents, spreadsheets, graphics, and audio and video files.    It
includes a powerful search facility and printing of comments.    TeamTalk will run on any network that supports file 
sharing.    Because files and individual preferences are stored on the network, TeamTalk consumes no space on the 
individual workstations.



Trinzic
101 University
Palo Alto, CA    94301
USA

AionDS
Retail Price: Starting at $10,000.00
Contact: Jennifer Kuhn
Phone: 415-328-9595 Fax: 415-321-7728

AionDS - Critical Business Applications Rquire Highly productive solutions.

AionDS is an object-oriented, graphical, client/server development environment that integrates multiple 
technologies to build Business Process Automation (BPA) applications faster, and deliver them with high quality and
reliability across many production environments.    Technologies include; Objects, Rules, Graphical User Interfaces 
(GUIs), Automatic database interfaces, robust API and client/server and network support.    Designed to support the 
full lifecycle of applications, AionDS runs in PC, mainframe, workstation and client/server environments.



Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.                                              
2815 Eastlake Avenue East
Seattle, WA    98102
USA

Reflection 8 for Windows
Retail Price: Call.
Contact: David Marks
Phone: 206-324-0407 Fax: 206-322-8151

Reflection 8 for Windows provides TN3270 emulation to connect PCs to IBM Mainframes over TCP/IP and OLE 2.0
client capability. 

Reflection 8 for Windows provides TN3270 emulation to connect PCs to IBM mainframes over TCP/IP.    Reflection
has all the features to make connectivity as easy as possible:    EHLLAPI, OLE 2.0 client automation support, 
customizable button palettes, Hot Spot, IND$FILE transfer, color configuration, and graphical keyboard mapping.    
Reflection 8 also features Reflection Basic Language to control all host to PC interactions.



WATCOM International Corp.
415 Phillip Street
Waterloo, ON    N2L 3X2
Canada

WATCOM C/C++32
Retail Price: $599.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 800-265-4555 or 519-886-3700 Fax: 519-747-4971

WATCOM C/C++32 is a professional 32-bit C and C++ compiler and tools package for application development 
with extended DOS,    Windows NT, Win32s, 32-bit Windows 3.x, OS/2 2.x, Novell NLMs and AutoCAD ADS/ADI.

WATCOM C/C++32 is a professional, high performance 32-bit C and C++ compiler and tools package for extended 
DOS, Windows NT, Win32s, 32-bit Windows 3.x, OS/2 2.x, Novell NLM and AutoCAD ADS/ADI.    The C++ 
compiler provides comprehensive support for the AT&T version 3.0 language including templates, plus exception 
handling.    New superscalar optimization strategy uses \"riscification\" and instruction scheduling to deliver 
improved performance on 486 and Pentium processors.    The compiler can create a single, high-performance 
executable that runs on 386, 486 and Pentium processors.    In a single package, C/C++32 supports a wide range of 
32-bit Intel x86 host and target platforms allowing professional developers to leverage the cross development 
capabilities of today's operating environments including OS/2 2.x and Windows NT.    The toolset including 
optimizing C and C++ compilers, debugger, profiler, royalty free DOS extender with 32 MG VMM support, 
licensed components of the Microsoft Windows 3.1 SDK, OS/2 2.1 Toolkit and NetWare 4.0 SDK and much more.   



Watermark Software
129 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, MA    1803
USA

Watermark Discovery Edition
Retail Price: $149.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 617-229-2600 Fax: 617-229-2989

Watermark Discovery Edition integrates paper-based document images into any OLE-compliant Windows 
application for improved office communications. 

Watermark Discovery Edition is a document image-enabling software product that allows users to incorporate 
scanned or faxed document images into any Windows OLE-compliant application for more efficient processing of 
documents.    The product also includes annotation features such as red-line, highlighter, arrow and text tools for 
commenting or editing document images.    With Watermark Discovery Edition users can scan documents, route 
documents via e-mail, make notes or comments on documents and then embed the document into a database, for 
example, and all from within standard Windows applications!



Wilson WindowWare Inc.
2701 California Ave SW
Suite 212
Seattle, WA    98116
USA

WinBatch Compiler
Retail Price: 395.00
Contact: James Stiles
Phone: 206-938-1743 Fax: 206-935-7129

Universal Windows Macro Language For System Control with OLE 2.0, DDE, DLL calling.

WinBatch is the easy-to-program tool for system automation.    Networks , applications and PC's    all be controlled 
with this scripting language.    OLE 2.0 Automation is combined with full DDE and    DLL function calling for 
complete control of PC's,    Networks and the Windows Interface.    This is the tool for universal manipulation of 
other applications.



WK Information Systems Ltd.
70 Richmond Street East
Suite 400
Toronto, Ontario    M5C 1N8
Canada

CaseView
Retail Price: $599.00
Contact: Inside Sales
Phone: 416-867-9504 Fax: 416-367-2653

 CaseView is a word processor/desktop publishing package designed to create financial documents and professional 
correspondence.

CaseView is a desktop publishing system designed to create financial statements and professional correspondence.    
CaseView documents can be dynamically linked to CaseWare Working Papers and other accounting packages.    The 
benefit to the user is that documents created with CaseView are directly linked to accounting databases.    This 
eliminates the revision process and increases the reporting integrity of the document.



WorldWare
PO BOX 550
Cupertino, CA    95015-0550
USA

Myria
Retail Price: 195.00
Contact: Thomas Hill
Phone: 408-725-0125 Fax: 408-725-0125

Easily create hypertext pages for Mosaic & the World Wide Web with Myria.

The World Wide Web is the fastest growing service on the Internet.    It is a global hypertext network, allowing 
documents to be linked to other documents all over the world.    Using client software like Mosaic, information on 
the Web is available    to PC, UNIX and Macintosh users, from anywhere in the world.Myria is a hypertext editor for
the Web.    It displays formatted text and images, rather than arcane codes, and generates syntactically correct 
HTML.    You can create and test your hypertext links without leaving Myria. With Myria you can embed Web 
documents in OLE applications such as Microsoft Word.



XVT Software, Inc.
4900 Pearl East Circle
Suite 107
Boulder, CO    80308-9917
USA

XVT Development Solution for C++ (DSC++)
Retail Price: 1,950.00-6,300.00
Contact: Dave Smith
Phone: 303-443-4223 Fax: 303-443-0969

XVT-DSC++ IS A COMPLETE APPLICATON FRAMEWORK FOR FAST AND EASY PRODUCTON-QUALITY 
DEVELOPMENT FOR MULTI PLE PLATFORMS.

XVT-DSC++ includes a visual tool for layout and XVT-Power++, a true application framework with features such 
as Field Validation, Drag and Drop, Environment Inheritance, Nested Views, Geometry Management, Imaging and 
the completely integrated RougeWave, data Structures.    DSC++ for C++ developers is portable, visual, native, open
and scaleable.    Awards:    Product of the Year, Open Computing Magazine, and Software Development Magazine's 
Product Award.



XVT Software, Inc.
4900 Pearl East Circle
Suite 107
Boulder, CO    80308-9917
USA

XVTDevelopment Solution for C ( DSC )
Retail Price: 1,950.00-6,300.00
Contact: Dave Smith
Phone: 303-443-4223 Fax: 303-443-0969

XVT-DSC is a fast, easy way to build production quality multi-platform GUI applications for C developers.

XVT-DSC includes XVT Design, a visual GUI layout prototype and code generation product, and the XVT 
Portability Toolkit, a thin API that provides single source portability to seven different GUI's, XVT-DSC for C is 
portable, visual, native, open and sealable.    Awards from Byte Magazine, and Editor's Choice for Windows Sources 
Client/Server Tools        (April, 1994).




